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THE SECOND ANNUAL REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES 
OF THE NEW EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND 
FINANCIAL YEAR 1973 FOREWORD 
The  Social Fund,  created under the  Treaty of Rome  (Article 123  and 
seq.),  undenvent  a  substantial reform  in 1971,  the essential elements of 
which  are  set out  in  Council  Decision no  71/66.  The  purpose  of these re-
forms  was  to  transform the Fund  into an  u1strument  of  a  more  active 
employment  policy and  to  link it more  effectively with  Co~~unity policy 
objectives. 
A yearly report  is to be  drawn up  on  these  operations of the Fund  (1). 
The  first report  produced by the  Commission  in Sept ember  1973,  out lined 
the major points contained in the new  regulations  and  described in brief 
. the operations undertaken during the first period of implementation 
(M~ - December  1972). 
The  present  report  covers the activities of 1973.  In the  light of 
the observations  and  requests made  Oi1  tlw  one  han:l  by the European 
Parliament  and the Economic. and  Social  Committee  durine; their di.scussion 
on  the first  report  and  on  the  other hand  by the  Council  of JWu1isters 
during its deliberations on  the  Community  Social  Action  Programme  the 
'report  endeavours to present  a  more  detailed analysis of the  op.erations 
undertaken in 1973  and  to  highlight  the main  problems  encou_~tered. 
In particular the  deliberations of the  Council brought  to  light 
certain preoccupations  about  the functioning  and  the possible  extension 
of aids eligible under  the Fund.  The  Commission  undertook at that  time 
to present its vieTrJS  in this repo:rt:  an  examination of these matte1·s  has 
led the  Commission  to  conclude  that  no  formal  proposals would  be  appro-
priate before the normally scheduled date  (1976). 
The  report  is supplemented by  a number  of  annexes  including the 
list of operations examined in 1973  and  the texts of the regulations  q.clopted 
during the year. 
(l)  Council  Regulation 858/CEE,  article 6) - 2  -
CHA.PTER  I 
9VER!.LL.  SURVEY  OF  ACTIVITIES  DURING  l~ll 
The  prim~.ry aim  of the  Social  Fund is to promote  the  improvement  of 
the  employment  situation within the  Community  by  encouraging measures 
designed to prepare workers more  effectively to play their rightful role 
in the productive  activities of the  Communit~r.  In the majority of cases 
its interv9ntions deal with training and readaptation  schemes. 
The  reforms  introduced in 1971  were  intended to  adapt  the mechanisms 
of  intervention provided for by the Treaty  so  as· to  enable these objectives 
to be met  more  effectively.  These  reforms were based on the  experience 
accumulated by the Member  States in this area over the previous  10 years. 
In the  late  Sixti::;s it became  appc.rent  to the original  Six that 
the  p:;.~omotion of full  and better employment  could not  simply rely on  the 
r.~chicvement  of  a  rapid rate of growth.  The  existence,  in all the Member 
States,  of conspicuous pockets  of  unemployment  side  by  side with  areas 
where  labour was  in short  suppl;;r  and the pace  of the  changes  accompanying 
growth  shm·red  the need for whet  has been  called · an·"active"employment 
polio~  •  At  the  same  time  the rising aspirations of workers with regard  -.to' 
their conditions of employment  were  creating nc"O'r  requirements. 
The  need for  a  frontal  attack on the problem  of  unemployment,  under-
employment  and  reada~tation as  a  result  of rapid change  is now  universally 
recognized,  but  there is still some  way  to  go  before  the.methods resulting 
in effective measures can be  fully identified.  Member  States are  being 
led to broaden their efforts and to reexamine  and review their administra-
tive  structures  and practices  so  as  to  make  them more  consistent with the 
requirements  of development  and with workcrs'rights.  At  present all of 
the Member  States,  with their mm  timescales  and procedures,  are  going 
through  a  period of reorganization and experiment.  Experience  has  sho>m - 3-
that there is no  simple  ple.n  or formula. for  implementing · an"active" 
employment  policy'.  What  is called for is an effort of imaginatton,  inno-
vation  and participation:  it will be necessary to  proceed pragmatically 
and to modify  actions in the light  of  complex  and changing realities 
•·•hich vary from  one  cmmtry  (or  even from  one  region)  to  another. 
This  analysis,  in certali1 of its essential  aspects,  formed the basis 
for the  reform of the  Social  Fund.  The  nevi  system is characterized both 
by the  selectivcmess of the  interventions (in place of the  automatic  actions 
provided for under the  previous  system)  and by the  effort to  ~einforce 
th2ir incentive  ch~acter. 
It is against this background that  the balance-sheet for the  Social 
Fund's first fully operational yee.:r  must  be  vieNed.  The  90  dossiers  su"':J-
mitted to the  Commission  cover  a  wide  range  or operations  and  cons-:itute 
a  broo..d  sample  of the  effor·i;s undertaken by the Member  ste..tes to  develop 
their employment  and training policies.  These  cases,  moreover,  will 
provide  at  the  appropriate moment  cll'l.  excellent  starting point for  the 
comparison of  experiencos  and for  thG  :.nterchange  of  id..eas.  This 
report ••ill however  concentrate  on  problems directly linked with the 
administ~ation of the  Fund  end the policy which it is promoting. 
In  adopting  a  selective  system,  the  Council  and the  Commission  h<we 
undertdken  the transfer to  Community  level of  part of the political 
process of choice  together with the risks which this inevitably entails. 
The  consequences of this transfer must  be  fully  appr8ci~ted; its main 
aspects are presented belm·r. 
Section  I  - Guidelines 
The  Commission,  after consu1tation with the  Social  Fw1d  Committee 
has  decided to  o..dopt  a  gradual  and careful  approach  in leying down  guide-
lines for the  Fund since it has very quickly become  appnrent  that reliance / 
- 4 
on rigid and permanent  11intervention guidelines11  would result  in measures 
which were  divorced.from reality, especially when  the diversity of cir-
cumstances  and national policies is taken tnto  account. 
On  the other hand,  the  promotion of n"l.tional  employment  policies, 
and the  achievement  of greater coherence between them presupposes the 
establishment  of guidelines,  which while precise,  ought  to be  sufficiently 
flexible to  cover the wide  variety of situations. 
One  of the  very first  steps  li1  this direction was  the  adoption,  by 
the  Commission  on  November  28  1973  of  a  note for guidelines  f~r the 
administration of the European  Social  Fund  (1) i  it stressed three main 
points:  1)  the  importance  of the  Social  Ftmd  as  gn  incentivei  2)  the 
priority to be  given to the  develop:l!cnt  or implementation of measures of 
a  pre·;,-entive,  anticipatory or exenp1ary nature; 3) finally,. t~e importance 
of the priority categories of the  S·::>cial  Fund. 
Section  2  -Extension of Article  4  to  r:ovcr new  categories 
The  Commission  presented three  proposals to the  Council  aimed  at 
extending Article 4 to  cover new  categories of workers,  namely handicapped 
persons,  migrant  workers and  shipbuilding workers. 
n)  HancFcapped persons 
During 197.3  the  eize  and number  of  applications under .-trticle  5 for 
support  for hMdica.pped persons tvero  much  greater th811  expected.  This 
indica.ted the need for the  Community  to  concentra.te its efforts on priority 
operations  aimed  at the  quo.ntita.tive  and qualitative promotion of the efforts 
being made  by harmonizing Md coordi.nating them  as far as possible in accor-
dance  with  jointly formulated guidelines.  With this in  m:~nd,  the  exten-
sion of Article 4 to  cove.r  hcmdicapped persons was  inclc:.d.ed  as  a  priority 
measure  in the  Commission's  Social Action  Programme  and  in the  Resolution 
adopted by the  Councilo 
(1)  ci'  Dmlex  I. - 5 -
b)  Migrant  workers 
The  regional  imb:llm1ce  between  lu.bour  supply  ond demand  has caused 
a  constcmt  increase  in the number of workers  leaving the unclerdeveloped 
regions to  seek  employmcl1t  in the  industrialised regions.  'l'he  migrant 
labour force  employed in the Member  States at  the beginning of 1973  wu.s 
est  irnc.ted  at  some  6~ 200.000 persons  1  of vJI:om  27%  were  from the  Member 
States.  In view of the urgent ueed to  improve  their situation.·· the 
Commission  propossd to the  Council  vd thin the  framework  of the  Social 
Action  Programme  the  extension of article  4  to migrant workers  as  a 
priority measure. 
The  European  shipbuilding industry faces the risk of surplus produc-
tion capi?.ci ty  and is contending vJi th  strong international competition.  As 
part  of  m  overCLll  policy on  shipbuilding the  Commission  has  pr.oposed the 
extension of Article  4  of the  Social  Fund to workers  in the  shipbuilding 
industry who  have to change  their jobs,  i1.1prove  their quclifica+.ions or 
change  their  pl~ce of residence. 
These  three  Commission  proposals have  received broad  support  in the 
Europea~ P~liament and  from  the Economic  end  Social  Co~~ittee (l)o 
Section 3  - Dovclo121!'~•~;;-.t  and use  of the Fund's resources 
The  initial c.ppropriation for 1973  e.mounted to 177,5 million Uoao 
(68,8 million u.c..  for Article  4 1  108  million u.a.  for Article  5r  a11d  0,7 
m. Uo Clo  for pilot  studies).  The  great number  of c:pplicat ions  submitted 
under  Article  5  prompted the  Commission to  recr1.est  an  2.dditiona1 budget 
of 140 million u.a.  in respect  of this Article.  The  supplen::entCl-::y  budget 
adopted by the  Council  ~vas for 45m.  u. a. 
(1)  The  Commission's proposals for migr&'1t  workers  and for  hc;Ldicapped 
workers were  adopted by the  Council  on June  10  197 4. - 6  -
The  financial  situation obtaining at the  end  of the 1973  financial 
year is dealt with in Chapter II of this report.  It clearly shows  an 
imbalance  between the tHo  Articles:  vJhereas  the applications  submitted under 
Article 4 finally  amounted  to less than the  ~ppropriations available, 
applications under Article  5 were  substrntially  j~ excess of the  appropria-
tions,  even after taking into  account  the  additional  amounts  allocated by 
the  Council.  It will be  recalled,  in this connection,  that  the provisions 
of Article 9  (2)  of  Council  Decision No.  71/66  stipulate that the bulk of 
the  appropriations available  must,  over tha  long term,  be  earmarked for 
interventions under Article 4. 
Section 4 -!he  ~roveme~t of Methods  of  AdmL~istration and Examination 
During the year the  Commission  finalized a  number  of measures to  im-
prove the administration of the Fund.  The  chief measures  involved relate 
to the practical  implementation of the principle that  applications  should 
be  prior to the  lauriching of projects  ~d  the  o..rr~gcments for the 
supervision of expenditure  (see  Chapter II and  annex  2)~ 
Among  the  problt;ms  dealt with in  Chapter  IV  balov1 1  the  Commission 
attaches great  importance  to  the  improvement  of the  methods  of examination 
and  selection. 
The  Commission  and the  Social Fund  Committee  have  to compare  situations 
a~d actions taken in different  countries,  to weigh their merits and to fix 
their  relati·,~e priority.  This presupposes the  development  of appropriate 
methods  (in pe.rticular for  examining the  efficiency of aids) i  it also 
involves policy choices  - the  inevitable corolle.ry of the financial  solida-
rity repr<Jsented by the  Social Fund. 
In thi3 respect,  one  of the  m~in problems  arises out  of the  consider-
able number  of "global"  applications  submitted by  certain national  adminis-
trations.  Thes8  applications,  representing in finro1cial  terms ·more  than 
4/5  of the total applicati.ons  submitted,  frequently cover the ·fin·nm::inig - 7 -
of the  whole  range  of operations undertaken by these  af~inistrations in 
the priurity areas  (see  Po  23).  These  applications most  often cause 
problems  as to the priority character of the  operations which they  embrace, 
especi,:\lly from  the  poLYJ.t  of viei'i  of the promotional  role  of the Fund, 
The  dsvelopnent  of  an  appropriate  1:1ethod  for  scrutinizing these  applica-
tions is one  of the major tasks for the  months  ahead. 
b  oodition,  the  departments responsible for the  da(r-to-day  adminis-
tration of the Fund are  conscious  of a  ti'iofold need,  {a)  the formulation 
of  more  pr0cise  Community  &;uidelines notably ivith regard to regional  and 
industrial matters  end  (b)  the  determination of  interventions on the basis 
of the  p2rticular problems which each of the proposed operations is facing. 
The  Commission  is convinced that the progress  denanGed by the  Council 
as  reg~ds the  efficiency of the  Social Fund  (in its resolution of  21 
January 1974  on  the  Social  Action  ProgrCillliile  Resolution)  depends primcr·ily 
on  the  points mentioned  2bove. 
The  Commission  has noted the  views expressed in the  Couno.il  by 
certain  me~ber countries with regard to three  additional  important  questions. 
The  first two  concern the possible extension of F\md contributions 
on the  one  hand to permanent  rer1ucation  and  on the other hand to training 
infrastructures. 
The  problems of  permanent  educc:dion  are currently being studied at 
Comouni ty level  as part of  a  general  revieH of educa-tional matters. 
Because  of fin&ncia.l  limite.tions the {;;redest  care  must  be  exercised in 
the  extension of the  Fund  into this area.,  given the  range  of needs to 
cover end the  responsi  .. bilitios of employers  themselves. 
As  regards training infrastructUres,  the  Co~~ission is at present 
looking into  the  problems encountered by certain Member  states end  also 
the  al  ternP:ttive  fine.ncing possibilities Hhich exist  at  Commu."li ty level&  (l) 
(l)  See  Cha.ptcr  IV  section 6. - 8-
The  concern felt over the  dispariti~s between the real costs of 
intervention  - another  que stior;t raised by ce:-tain members  in the  Council  -
has  alre~  b~en reflecied in Article 3  (3)  of  Council  Regulation 2396/7l. 
The  Commission  hopes to begin,  on  the basis of the  initial results obtained , 
an examination of the  situation with the "Member  States.  (See  Chapter  IV, 
section 5) It does not,  hm,mver1  feel  it is  u,p:proprir,te  at this stage to 
present formal  proposals. 
The  balance-sheet for the first full year of operation of the  reformed 
Social Fund cen be  regarded as satisfactory fr0m the qum1titative point  of 
view;  in particula:· the division of the  interventions between different 
member  States is noticeably more  in keeping with the  intensity of their 
needs than in the pe,st.  From  the qualitr>-tive p0int  of view,  tho  areas whore 
improvements  are  cr>-lled for  are fairly clear.  The  mo,jorit~r of those  im-
provements  do  not  directly concern the  regulations  as  such.  vlhile  the 
prGsent  N'rengements  cert::tinly d.o  contain  a  number  of  cmbiguities or 
contraclictiom: the  Commission feels that  these  can be  dealt with without 
recourse  to modifying the  regulat ionsi  the  Commission  and  the :Member  States 
should direct their efforts tov1'2.rcls  generating bettor <".pplice>,tions,  deepen-
ing their understanding of the various situations and interventions a."ld 
improving the  selection procedures. 
The  Commission feels it preferable that  any possible  changes to the 
rules and regulr-t,tions  should be  considered in the  context  of the  exPraination 
to be  made  by  the  Cotmcil  for  1917.  It proposes to begin its 
preparatory T.-torlc  for this purpose  in 1975· - 9-
CHAPI'ER  II 
FllT.ANCJ.AL  Atlill  BUDGETARY  ASPECTS 
Section  I  - B~t<:.ry allow2.nces 
The  fli1ancial  resources of the European  Social  F~d are  covered by 
Chapters  50  to  52  of the  Commission Budget.  The  appropriations made 
a'1!1uall;)'  include both authorizations for expenditure for the first year 
and  authoriz~tions for  commitments for the  two  following years. 
The  appropriations made  by the  Council  for  Social  ~~d actions in 
the  fin~cial year  1973  had originally been fixed at  177.5 m.u.c.  {compared 
with 42.5 m.u.a.  in 1972t  the first year of operation).  This  swn  Nas 
i.ncree>,sccl  to  223  m.u.a.  by  a  supplementary budg'et  for  Article 5  actions 
of 45  m.u.~.  adopted on  September  21 1  1973.  At  the  same  time  authorizations 
for  commitments  in 1974  and  1975 were  fixed  e,t  120 m.u.a.  and 64  m.u.ao 
respectively. 
Tl:e  following table  shov1s  the  ~ppropriations to the  Social Fund 
for its first three finwcial  ~rears. 
Table  l 
1972  1973  19  4 
Article 4  7-5  68.8a  98.8 
Article  5  35.0  153.4a  168.4 
Studies  0.25  0.75  0.6 
Tot21  42.75  222.95  267.8 
a  In  addition the  sums  of 7.5 m.u.a.  and 4•5 m.u  .. a.  were  cr.rried forHard 
from  1972 for Articles 4 and 5 respectively. - 10  -
These  figures should be  taken in conjunction with those  in Table  2 
which  shows  the  corresponding authorizc:.tions for commitments  in subsequent 
years. 
Table  " 
Authorizations for  commitments  (m.u.n.) 
Year  for which  com~itnent authorized 
Year  of 
budget  1973  1974  1975  1974 
Article 4 
1972  10  5 
1973  60  34 
1974  50  20 
Article  5 
1972  20  10 
1973  60  30 
1974  60  30 
Section  2  - Use  of resources 
The  Commission  received 90  applications involving 263.8 m.u.a.  for 
1973  actions  <IDd  102.3 m.u.a.  for P.ctions  in subsequent years.  These  are 
compared belol't  with the  available resources. 
Table  3 
,  I  l
l.  tions made  2J:1d  Resources  available  (in m.u.a.)  (I) 
For 1973  For 1974  IFor  1975 
lArt.4 Art.5  Tota~ Art.4 Arto5  Total!Art.4 Art.5 Total  ,  I  . 
Applications  28.1  235.7  263.d  7•5  82.6  90olj  2.6  9o6  12.2 
'  Resources  I 
avcilable  76.3  158.0 234.3  60.0  60.0 120.0!34.0  30.0  64.0 
(1)  includes credits not used in 1972  and  reported for 1973  (see table 1-
note  a.) -11-
Requests for  support  ~~der Article 4 did not  use  up  all the credits 
available. For Article  5,  hmvever,  epplications for 1973  actions exceeded 
available resources by more  than  50%.  Table 4 presents  an  analJsis  (by 
cmmtry  and article)  of the  corrunitments  mad.e  for  1973  adious (in m.u.c.).  (I) 
Table 4 
Country  Art.  4  Art  ..  5  Total 
Belgil.Lt:'l  0.7  6.5  7.2 
Denme.rk  5.1  5·1 
German,_v  9.6  10.4  20.0 
Fre.nce  14.4  21.8  36.2 
Ireland  0.7  9.1  9,,8 
Italy  C.04  43-7  43-74 
Luxembourg  0.04  .o..;,. 
Netherlands  0.8  6.0  6.8 
UK  1.9  t-
55·5  57·4 
'IOT!:.L  28.1  1)8.0  186.1  ( 2) 
The  follov;ing  commitments for 1974  end 1975  werG  me>dc  l'Y  the  end of 
1973  out  of the  authorizations for  corrmlitment  shovm  in Table  2. 
TGble  2 
l9li  l.2.U 
1'\.rticle  4  7·5  2.6 
Article  5  57·5  G.7 
These  figrtres  Lv10lude  commitments  of 4.80  m.u.a.  (for 1974)  2nd 0.24  m.u.a. 
(for 1975)  2nthorized in 1972. 
-----=-----------------------------------------------------------------
(l)  TheEe  comrJitmonts  include  tho  report  of 4.6  m.u.a.  from 1972  (seo  table 
1, note  a);  the  money  reported from Article 4  has not been used  and  has 
been  annulled_. 
(2)  Th8se  figures  are  tdwn from  the table  in  annex 4:  the ntotal11  line 
does not  correspond exactly "IJi th the  sum  of the figures 7  which  hcwe 
br:oen  rounded to the first  decimal  place. - 12  -
Because  of the  commitment  of 57.5  m.u.a.  to Article  5 actions in 
197 4  as indicated above the  ru:nonnt  remainil1g available to  support further 
Article  5 actions in 1974  is reduced from  168o4  to 110.9  m.u.a.  Almost 
c;..ll  of this  sum  of 57·5 m.u.a.  h2.s  been  committed to  operations in Italy. 
Section }  - Cost  li~ 
In July 1973  the  Commission fixed moximum  c.mouEtG  of  aGsistcnce for 
certain types ·of  aid vrhic:h  qualit:~r for  support  from  tho F:uro:r_:le:m  Soci2.l 
Funcl. 1  in  conformit~r vrith erticle 292  of  Council Regulation  2371/7L  This 
applies to resettlement  expenses,  accomodation  expenses  and expenses. 
incurred in maintaining the  level of income  of elderly Harkers during 
retraining.  Details of these  regulations will "Je  fonnd  in lumox 3. 
Uo  limits hrwc  been fixed for  other types  of dd..  T!le  general 
problem of the basis for assessing the  cost  of  eids is tclcen up  in Chapter 
IV  (Sect ion  5) • 
Sectioi1 4  - Control of expcndi  tures 
The  controJ,  fu.Dction  is  e~~ercised at  all stages both of commitment 
of  Social  Fund credits in favour of applicaticns  and of pazyment  of costs 
incurred in the  execution of those  applications. 
Examil:.ation of  claims for  pa;yment  is designed to  chec'.c (i)  their 
confor:nit;r lJi  th the stded actio:r..s  ac originally submitted  m1d  approved 
( ii) thd the  numbers of bencficiari0  s  of the act ions concerned  2.pproximate 
to the original estimates (iii) that the distribution of expenditure bett.reen 
the different types of aid approved is generally in balance  1~i  th the.t 
originally  envisaged~ - 13  -
It should be noted that the M;)mber  Scates also  ca:rry out  local 
checks of expenditure Nith  regard to contributions from  public funds 
at national  level.  This is an  indispensable prelimina:ry to checks made 
by the F\md' s  services,  vlhich  also benei'H  more  generally from the 
cooperation of the  finoncial  services of  th;;:  Member  Stc..tos-
Pevment  on  account  of up  to  85%  of approved costs is provides for  on 
submission of  a  detailed statement  of expenditure.  The  remaining payments 
are Hi  thheld pending final verification of expenditure by the  Fund  1 s 
servicGs;  except  for very  small  cl&.ims  this verification is ca:rried out 
"on-tho-spot".  The  method of control used is  11rc::ndom  sampling"  (chosen 
on  2.  st2tistical prob:1bility bc..sis)  for  costs of  en "individual"  n.s.turc 
(e.g.  maintainnnce  of  income,  travelling expenses)  and "spot"  checks of 
pc:rticula:r  source  documents  in the  ccse of general or  "group"  expenses 
(e.g.  dop:t"eciation of buildings,  energy costs). 
These  cor_trols  c:re  bocked  up  in certain cases by tl1e  "directGd 
controls"  made  by Financial  Control  staff at  :1  mor8  cletn.ilc:d  levcl11Iith 
specific rege.rd to certain categories of  cid c:hose i:t for pG.!'ticula:r  dtention 
at  tJ.1e  :bme of making controls.  All  claims for payments  on  the. basis of 
c:.pproved  commitments for  any particular finc:mcial  year  must  be  made  by 
the  r.iewhor  Stc:.tcs before  the  end of the  following finMcial year  and must 
.:..lso  be paid v:ithin that  ~re~.  The  smooth  und efficier.t  operation of the 
system of pa,ymcnt  control therefore  dependn  on the N1.rly  submission  b;:,r 
M.~mber States of  claims for peymenta  If pa(lnnent  r-ontrols  cermot  be  completed 
in time,  credits can be  losto  Accordingly,  the  Commission  hn.s  submitted a 
proposal to  the  Social  Fund  Committee  that claims for peyments must  be  made 
before  30  September  of the follmving financial yeaJ.'o  For its part the 
Ccrnnission  has  tc.ken  steps to  speed up  tho  oxQlllin:~.tion and pcyment  of claims. - 14-
CH.A.PTTI:R  III 
THE  OPERATIONS  OF  TEE  OOCIAL  FUHD 
This  chapter provides an  overall picture of  the ()perations· undertaken 
in 1973· (l) 
The  applications  submitted to the  Cormnizsio~1 overe  extremely  eli verso 
as regards the  size, nature  and  o"bj3ct  of the  schemes  oo::lcGrncd.  It is 
therefore necessary to review the  applications,  not  only in terms of the 
categories set  out  in Articles 4  and  5 but  also  according to their major 
intrinsic characteristics.  (2) 
Section 1  -Operations by category  (3) 
The  decisions taken in 1973  enabled 87  applications for assistance 
to be  granted,  involving a  total expenditure  of 255.2  million u.a.:  186.1 
million u.a.  \vere  committed to be  spent  in-1973  and 69.1  million u.a.  wcro 
authorized  for  conmitment  for the following years. 
The  decisions are  divided as follows: 
38.2 million u.a.  for  action under Article 4  (or 15%  of the total) 
made  up  of:  33.4 for  agriculture 
4.8 for textiles 
217.0 million u.a.  (or 85%  of the totd) for  action u.'1.der  Article  5 
made  up  of:  173.7 for regions 
12.0 for technical progress and groups of enterprises 
31.3 for  handicapped persons 
A table  in the  annex to this chapter gives  !1  breakdown  of the 
decisions ta2cen. 
(1)  See  annex  6 for  a  description of the  internal procedures follo1v-ed  in 
the  examination of applications. 
(2)  The  figures  given in this chapter on the  amonnts  of money  and the 
number  of workers  involved refer  (unless otherwise  stated)  to decisions 
taken in 1973  for the three years 1971,  197 4  and 1975.6 
( 3) It is often difficult to  separate the different  applications into 
distinct  cc,tegories.  In particular1  a  few  applications which have  been 
counted  as "I·Tholly  "regional"  in the  analysis include  some  tcchnicn.l 
progr·ess operations. - 15  -
1.  O;e_erationE!._ under A:rticle  4 
In 1973,  totc.l  a;_.)plications within the  scope  of article  4  tmounteo_  to 
vmll  under the funis  av[.ilable. 
The  SUl)port  Cl.ecicled  under this Article  is suinMarized  in the  foJ.lo-
toling  table: 
Tc;.Ho  l 
Col'1!llitmonts 
___ _j 
~-973  ! 
1974  l 
1975 I  Total' 
--r- 2.0R- .l'..gricnltu:;_•e  ~4-5  !  6.9  l 
Textiles  3.6  I  0.6  o.6  4  .. 8 
_  _j_~  r-
' 
·-r~8.1 
I  i 
Total  7·5  2.6  I 38.2 
~~r~~ultural ~prlicat~ accounted for the bulk of decisions. 
taken under .i..rticle  /: .•  Thoro  ivcre  six such  npplicatim~s,  involving 30 1000 
persor:s  f:rom  auoricultnre  ( anc'.  th:)  st:•_m  of 33.4 mE lien u. a.), 1Joing ":;raiuocl 
for non-£l.,.':','l'icultu:::al  rwri: ••  lll these  applicdions  (vli-~h  one  exception) 
vle:c·e  submitted by public bodies in the  Member  states. 
Tl:o  q;>plications relnted to  t>IO  large operations  (involvi~1g 22  mel 
9.6  million t'.a•  in Fr:'nco  m::i  Gormcny respectively),  al'Kl  to  four  s:no.llor 
operdions in four  oth·3r  countries.  1U though Italy and  Ireland have  propor-
t icnc:.tely the  l<r,c;e s-t  :::.·urc:I  ppulat  ions,  Hal;:."  submitted no  applicu.t ion and 
Irel:md only c:1o,  for  an  <>moun-~  of no  more  than 100  000 u.a  ..  Ap;?lioations 
under this hoe.cling v1erc  often very  similar-to those presented under .lirticle 
5  "Rcg::.ons". 
In  DCU1Z'  of  tl::cse  aplJlicati::ms there '..rer-3  fmv  indications about 
complcmcnt.s.ry  actions to fE,cili  tate -the  transfer of pcrsc.ns from  Cl.o'Ticul ture 
to other bra::cchcs  of  a(;tivit;;-;  nor uas there  any indcation of the - 16-
improvements expcct()d en the  age  struct•..tre  of  ~O"J..·icultu!'al  employment  in 
the  ~02-S concerned - or..c  o:::'  the  princip~~l reasons for tte  Oj_Jen:illg  ~f 
Article 4  to persons in acricul  ture. 
Sucl1  considerations will bo  of  a  primary imp0rtance  as  soon  C',S  the 
total applicdions exc0ed the funds  ave-ilable  • 
.'\s  r~c:;r:,ds tc::tiles,  the  Commission  rec0ivcd  seven applications for 
a  total  ammmt  of 4.8 million u.a..  and  invobring 9700  vmr:wrs  in five 
Member  S-tcfces., 
"Textile"  applications were  afton based on  S::;Jecific  pr0g;rCIDmcS  for 
the restrtlctuxing of  t~e textile inQustryj  h1  soce  cases however,  they 
corresponded to requests by national  :J.dminie:trations,  for  ctid to \·lcrk:crs 
leaving t11.e  textile inC:.ustry.  In these cases,  the  same  conciderations as 
those  mentioned in connection with agricul  turEtl  Fo:ck:ors  appl;y·. 
Jlil  t:1c  ap:'.)licat ions  su~mittec. under il.I't iclc 4  v10re  o.pprove1 >vi thout 
any reduction. (l) 
(l)  Tho  "cmount  ::.·cquestecl
11  e.s  stc.ctecl for each a::;plication in annex  5 is 
the  amount  requested at  tho  stag~ of  examination of tho  ap)lication 
by the  Social  Fund  Comrnittes.  By  the  time  m:  acrecment  is finalised - 17  -
2.  Oper2:Uons nnder Article 5 
Under  Article  5,  the  ColllT:1ission  received 77  applice\tiol:1s  for  a 
total amount  of 328  million  u.a~  a  much greater  umotmt  thru1  the  resourc~s 
of the  Fund could provicle.  As  a result the  Cormnission  had to develop 
guide lines in consult  at  ion v.ri th the  Social  Ji'lmd  Cormni ttee to  n.llm..r  a 
selection of projects  cmd  more  importantly to pr'-'lvide  a  guide  to the 
amount  of  c,ssistance which  should be  given to  e.pproved projects.  (l) 
The  details of the consequences of the  application of these criteria 
are  given in table  2. 
Table  2 
_!p_p}ications  and  op<e:rations  nnder Article____2 
II Applications  Diffe~ence  I  il.pplicr.tions 
submit~ed  approvecl  between  I  and II 
Number j ..  '\monnt I  .Amount  Number  Amount I  Amount  Number r,:ount  I  1973  I 1974-5  1973  1974-5  1573  I  (  CO!l1'ili tm.) 
I  i 
Total Article  5  77  1  235.7  92.2  74  158.0  59.0  3  ~7e7 
Areas  38  1 151.9  86.1  38  ll8.2  55·5  0  ~3·7 
Tcclmical  pro- I 
gress  16  I  10.5  4·4  13  8.2  3.5  3  2.3 
Groups of unc'.er-
to.kings  1  0.3  1  0.3  0  o.o 
Handicapped per-
sons  22  73.0  1.7  22  31.3  0  41~7 
(1)  Bee  annex  1. - 18  -
(a) §2plications for re[i ~ 
The  ColllJ:liscion  received 38  applicdio:1s for  a  totd amom1t  of 238 
million u.a.,  from all the Member  states except  Luxembourg. 
l\.11  the  applications Nere  a9proved.  Reductions affected fourteen 
of them  ( 26  %  of the  21I!OU..'1t  applied. for).  F.ina.l  allocations Nere  173 o 7 
m.u.a.,  to operations affecting 312.000 treinecs. 
In order to effect these reductions  an endeavour was  made  to take 
intensi  t;y  of needs into  account,  based,  in the first  instance  on certain 
statistical data (viz,  regional levels of unemployment  as compared with 
national  and  Community  averages,  level of personal  income  relative to the 
national  average)  rnd whether  a  difficult  situation existed for certain 
groups  due  to the decli.."le  of the region.  This resulted ii1  a  selection 
process performed basically by pruning those  sections from  applications 
vJhich dealt with  zones  regarded as having less  priorit~'• 
At  a  later stage it v·ras  possible to use the proposals of the 
Commission  on  the definition of regions  and  zones  in difficulty. 
The  nmolmt  involved in the  approved applications exceeds  the minimum 
of 60 %  for regional  applications laid dovm  in Article  2  of Regulation 
(EEC)  no.  2396/71  of November 8 1971. 
The  main  countries to benefit were  the United Kingdom,  Italy 2nd 
Ireland,  who  together received 85  %  of the total funds  in this category, 
Many  of the  applications  subr.1itted dealt vrith rural  areas - which explains 
the  overlap existing behreen this  cate~ory and the  category  111\.rticle 4  -
Agriculture
11
•  Most  of the  money  was  allocated to  applications 
requiring over five  million u.a. 
(b)  fl12.:elications  for  toclE?i,cc.l  J2._ro~ess  schemes 
. Sixteen applications 1vere  submitted,  by five Eember  states, for  a 
total  amount  of 14.9 million u.a. All but  t.ro  of the  applications tvere  on - 19  -
behalf of  small or medium  sized.  schemes  limited in  scope  but  clee:o7ly 
defined.  These  applications,  subreitted. b;;·  underta.ki."lgo  or o;y  pu':llic  1Joclics 
acting in close  coo;_)cr:1tion tdth the eJ::ployera,  usuclly in7olvcd :c)reoisc 
arrangements for tho  employment  of  trainoos~ 
Selection was  guided by  two  roquiremcnts: 
I.  the  requirement  that training wan  necessary because  of technical 
progress  and not  becc_use  of  sor.:e  other development  and  2.  that the Hhole 
or  a  substantial part of  a  branch of  ir.dustry had to  be  involvecl in the 
scheme  and  ~10t  just  one  ia-1o  undertakings in tha-t  branch. 
Fivo  applioations were  redr>.cecl.  by 2. 6 million n. a.  Three  ap~lioations 
for  ~.  total  amount  of 1.  6 million u. a.  i'lcre  ref:rsec.,  bec<:cuse,  although 
considered. very '·ror·chwhilc  they clid not  fully t::orre spend to  requirements 
ref~rred to  above.  Finally 13  operations concerning lG.BOO  trainees \>rere 
.supported by an  al1oce:ticn·of llo7 o.,u()a:.· -· .. 
(c)  Grouns  of  tmdert~_lc~DJS 
Tho  only  aprlic::1tion  in this ca";;cgcry  came  from  Den:nar;.:  a.'1d  involved 
500 trainees for  a  tote,l  o:raount  of  Z80.JOO u.a., which ";as  gr"'"1ted without 
reduction. 
Tl"enty-tliJO  schemes WJre  submitted,  from all the member  States, for 
a  total  amount  of 74.7 m.u.a. 
!J.l the  ap~lications Nere  accc::_)ted  for 1973;  t!1e  tmot:.',1t s  ap)licd for 
h<:>.d  to be  reduced in all but  six c2.sos. 
All those  schemes .,;ere  su1Jmittod by the public authorities in tho 
member  States,  except  for certain Irish schemes,  in which  specialized. 
volunt2..ry  organizatioilS participate.  This resulted in 31.3  mauo a.  being 
allocated to operations involving 67 .f!OO  trainees. - 20  -
Although Article I.3 of the  Social Fund regulations provides that 
the limitations  imposed for the  oth~r Article 5 operations do  not  apply 
in the  case  of the  h.:mdicapped  1  the  Co::-.mission  took account  1  to  some 
extent,  of rogional criteria in its selection of the parts of the  applica-
tions to  support.  It thus hoped to  avoid subordinating the fate  of the 
handicapped to  a  flourishing labour market  situation and to  avoid taking 
an  i:..1terest  in categories in difficuHy only under  a  subsidia".'y  head~Lng 
when  the workers not presenting  a:r,y  qecial problems  have  fo1.md  em~Jloyment. 
Section  2  - l\kjoL..,2h::II'acteristics of  ~P£.l,ications 
The  applications eligible for consideration were  diGsim:i.lar  in many 
respedsi  the  ccLJparison of thr-d.r  m'":ri..·~s,  so necessary for selectinn 
purpvf'"'  E>  l•'as  th1J s  made  extremely rli:'Li  .. r.ul t. This  dissimUari  ty exists 
even  11Ji·';~1  .. ir the  vnrious  categoJ'i.,~:::  of operations mentioned  in the previous 
section. It reflects not  only dif::'erence  in the  purpose  and r2.ture  of 
operc:,tions,  but  also  in the  incti't<.ltiJnal  arrangements. 
l.  There  is a  vlide  range  of  s~.2.e  in the  applications pre sen  ted.  Tn.ble  3 
(below)  shows  the number  of  appl:i.ca~ions falling into the different 
categories: 
Amoill1t  applied for:  0-l  m. u. a. l-2.  ~·  ~!q u., a.  2.5-5 m.u.a.  5 + moUoao 
52  13  7  18 
B.  !;2.r  r;_,_·11::3r  of trJorkers 
Numb0.r  of 1-:::>rk:.rs:  0-500  ')(;:• -J CUQ  1000-5000  5::Y.l0  + 
Num.:.~:r 
_f.'  u·. 
applic-\L..lons:  34  15  20  21 - 21  -
The  total  amount  applied for by the largest  group  (more  than 5 m.uoa.) 
came  to  293  m. u. a.  as  compared with 73  m. u.  c..  for all the other  2-P!)l i-
cat  ions  (1). 
A similar range  and  a  similar preponderance  in importence  of the 
l3rg3r projects is  shm-m  by the classification of applications according 
to the number  of  train0es  involved.  The  larger  size projects tend to 
belong predominantly to the "regions11  category.  Further details  •·~ill  be 
found  in table  2  give.t:'·  at the  end of the chapter. 
2.  One  of the  most  important  characteristics of  a  trajning pr:Jgramme 
is tf>p  n::.ture  of  emgl~<:mt p~~pects for trainees at the  end  ~:f their 
tra.:.Elr-'Z pcrbd.  At  one  extreme  there is the case  of vwrkers  be:i..~g_  .. 
ret:cained within their ovm  firm;  at the other there is the trainu1g of 
unerr;pJ eyed in ord.er  to  increase their opportunity of findbg e'11pJ.oyment. 
An  ex2rnination of the  applications  shows  that  just under  50%  of  them 
stated clearly that future  employment  had been  plruk~ed for the trainees 
and  specified where this employment  could be. 
In general,  as  schemes became  larger in sise the tendency for 
employment  op~ortunities to be  specified decline  (see table 3  at  end of 
chapter). 
(1)  Some  further d.etails  can be  given of the  21  applicc..tions  ~'lfhiGh either 
concern more  than 51000 workers  or are for  amounts  of more  than 
5 m.u.a.  13  ~>Iere  submitted under "regions",  I  under "Tecl:nical pro-
gress",  5 under  "handicapped",  and  2  under "agriculture".  5  of the 
2i  applications can be  considered as  comparatively precise as regards 
concrete  specific opportunities for employment  at  the  end  of the 
progrwnme.  The  remaining 16  are  promoted by public  authorities  1 
involves  a  1rJide  range  of courses  and generally do  not  include  specific 
arrangements for  employment.  'l'he  fact  that 10 of these  applica"!;ions 
alone  received 104 m.u.uo  shows  the  importance  of this  c~tegory. - 22  -
3.  Another  important  ariel  related characteristic is the nature of 
_:;!:_nmoter  of the  applli,~· T:r..e  ttv·o  most  irr:portant  categories here  are: 
a)  Prfva.te  or pubU.c  employers  (3o%  of applications); 
b)  The  Department  responsible,  at  national  or regional level,  for overall 
training (usually the  Department  of Employment,  although Education,  Health 
and  Indust:::-y  departr.J.ents  can  ci.lso  be  involved)  (45%  of applications). 
These  two  extreme  categories correspond to definite patterns.  In 
the  case  of  employer  sponsored projects,  the  aim  and nature  of the 
operation is determined by the firm's  own  requirements  and the trainee is 
already wHh the firm or will be taken  on  by it on -finishing training. 
In the  cane of training authority requests on  the  other hand,  the  aims 
are more  general,  the  employment  outlets are  usually less assured. 
Approximately  25%  of the requests are presented by bodies other 
than the  two  types  desi~1ed above  - e.g.  training agencies for industries, 
regionc.l  development  agencies,  etc. •• 
Drawing on  the  experience of 1973  ro1d  on  the findings which have 
been presented above  the  Commission  services currently draw  a  practical 
distinction betNeen "individual"  and "global"  applications.  This  clistinc-
tion which  should be  regarded as  an  initial benchmark is helpful  in the 
examination of applications. 
An  "individual11  application concerns  an  operation which is clearly 
defined  end characterized,  and is centered on  a  precise training or re-
orgenization  scheme.  It is usually submitted by  an  employer  (or by  en 
organization which operates in close  cooperation with  an  employer)  and 
rel~tes to a  limited range  of qualifications which  satisfy his raquirer.J.ents. - 23 
A global  application relates to  a  set  of actions which  are  much 
more  clearly differentiated both  L>1  conhmt  end in purpose:  the  com'l'"ction 
bet;<een  such  c.ct ions is essentially bt1sc:d  O!l  t.hsir 
same  national or local  govr.:rnnent  a.JGncy  (usiJ.2"lJ.y  tL."  uc  ',  _,.:;~·-,:~  .. :J ..  - _ 
training)  and  on the fact  that  they  c:re  implemented  i:a tl'aining  cEw~res 
belonging to that office.  Global  anplications often cover all the training 
De a:o:u.:res  ce>.:rried  out  by  s110h  egcncie s  L"l  priority· are  c.s. 
Problems  in sGlection  arose  particularly Nith regard to  the  glob:U 
applications  (see chapter IV  - sect ion 3). 
Section 3  - Studies  and pilot .;e.r~ects 
In 1973,  the  crerlits that the  Cor:!mission  could employ under  Article 
7  of Reeulation No.  2396/71  in order to  ~rooote studios rnd pil  'Jt  schemes 
were  mainly devoted to  the  training of trdne:;.•s  and to  the  improvement  of 
pedagogic  1:2ethads  of vocational trainLng appropriate to  C.iffere~1t  oconomic 
sectors or categories of persons. 
e.)  Jhe _prirlci~-o.l  operations  1mc~ertaken in 197-l 
Scver2l  ·.)f  these  studies  anG.  pilot  schemes  rala~e to ·l!;:b_;r-Et  workers 
and  have  as their main objective the  search for mear:s  tJ overcome  the 
obstacles to  integration faced by migrant  •~orkers and their childrcm in 
their nmv  social  end  worlc  environment·  ..  Other  studies and pilot 
schemes  examine  the problems  involv0d in t2e  retrainli1g of workers  l~aving 
agriculture  anti  the  C'.2velop::~ent  of the appropriate  mec.sures  to  remcd,y  these 
problems;  this vmrk  concerns the  reGions  of Venetie  and the Bas-Rhonz-La.guedoc. - 24  -
One  study  and  one pilot  scheme  concern  under~loped regions.  The 
objective  of the  stu'ly is to  c:1al:rse  vocational  training needs  in certain 
~ :::- :>c:~·:;:,i..:.rnJ;  the pilot  scheme  is intended to establish and 
oormm.mi ty development  in rural areas of Irelandi  the role of  such people 
will be to facilitate the  udap\ation of ther::c  area:s  in line with  eco~,dn:tc 
and  social  rievelopment s  ·which take the  forn of  a  &trong trenu  t  Yiti  '"'·~·t~~  ,c::c.~  i_ .• 
sat  ion and  a  profo1.U1d  restructuring of  thE:  agricultll:'al  envh·o!'lffiont. 
Another pilot project  concerns the  food trade· sector;  the  objective 
is to cJntribute  to  the restructuring of distribution methods  in the food 
trade  and to develop  an  appropriate  prograriL'Tie  cmd  methods of technic:i.aH 
training in order to meet  the new  needs  stemming from  tecm1ological 
developments in this sector.  This pilot  scheme  is teJcing pL::.ce  in 
Reggio-Emilia. 
A  stu~- of  a  illore  general nature  has  the objective of developing a 
tee.ciling__mr~:Jr:.! designed to  encourage  a.d.ults  t:::.  m<:'.ke  vocational  ch&1ge?s 1 
to assist  tht:.:m  to  cope  with the  problsms that they meet  in their work  and 
to tee,ch them  "ho'tl  to learn"  \vhen  they  have  l'Jng  since  le~:t  school. 
b)  Genera'.  line  of  appro::tCh 
These  studies end pilot  schemes  are bc..sically  aimed at  the  develop-
ment  of methods  and progr21I!llles  of training,  pG.rticularly in the field of 
the  training of trai.r:.Grs.  Tlw  Commission believ2s that  since  adult  vocatione.l 
tre.ining vlill from now  on  take place in  a  context  characterised by  chenge 
and by  a  div:.;rsity  of factors to  be  taken into account 1  such training - 25-
must,  alongside  its quantitative development,  undGrgo  a  qualitative trnns-
:formation of its interventions;  as  a  ro:oult,  only an  iutGr  .. siv:3  effort 
aimed  at  improving methods  and prograiJl"le s  will permit  c.  response  to ne>v 
demands  and  assure  the  economic  as much  as the  h11l':!an  and  social efficacy 
of adult vocational training. 
The  m~jority of the  studies and pilot schemes  are  still in progress. 
The  Commission· expects their results to  be  of interest to all the member 
Countrie  So - 26-
ANNEX  TO  CHA.t.TJTER  III 
r::':o.:-1_.,  1  --
~~PY.ort  approved in 1973  (in millions of u.a.) 
1973  1974  1_.2_75_  TOTAL 
!-
Ji.mOU..'1.t  %  f.Amo1ll1t  A:nount  .Amount  %  -
Art~~.  28~1  100  hl  2.6  ~§d  100  - -
%Ticulture  24.5  87  6.9  2GQ  33.4  87 
Textile  3.6  13  0.6  0.6  4.8  13 
_£1_icle_j  l58v0  100  - 2b.2  ~  ill_&_  100 
Regions  ll8.2  75  so.2  5o3  173·7  80 
Technical 
Progress  8.2  5  2.3  1.2  l1.7  6 
Groups  of under-
takings ·  0.3  0.2  0.3  0.1 
Handicapped  31.3  20  31.3  14 
TOTAL  186.1  60  9.1  255·2 
Table  2  - Br_eak-down  of  an.12lications  b;y  cate~!X and  size  (1) 
Ca~...r;z:  o to  I  m.u.a.  I  to  2.5  2.5 to 5  more  than 5  Total  (m.u.a.) 
.Agriculture  1  32  33 
Textile  3  2  5 
Regiono  8  13  15  202  238 
Tccr_nical 
Progress  and 
groups  of 
undertakings  2  2  6  5  15 
Handicapped  3  5  13  54  75 
TOTAL  17  2·2  34  293  366 
(1)  Each figm·e  in this table gives the total size of all the  applications 
of the size indicated nt  the top of the  column  and in the  category 
indicated.  The  table  sholvs  the clear preponderance  of regional  demc:nds 
of more  thRU  5  m.u.~~ - 27  -
Table 3  - !EJ:?licat ions with emploJC!!!ent  specified,  by  size of applica,t ion 
Nu'llber  of workers  0-500  500-1000  1000-5000  5000++ 
Number  of  applice.tions  34  15  20  21 
liJumber  of  ap})lications 
with specified employment  26  8  1  6 
%  of  applications with 
specifled employment  76  57  37  31 -.~-
CHA.PTER  IV 
IMPRO~TEMENTS TO  BE  CCN SIDERED  :m  THE  LIGHT 
OF  THE  EX~RillNGE OF  1971 
Tho  purpose of this chapter is to outline the points on  which the 
Commission feels it should concentrate its efforts at  improvement  in the 
immediate  future.  These points deal 1-rith the overall balance  between the 
various types of operC!-tion  financed.,  the methods of selectimh ·end 
la.stly with the  management  of the Fund. 
The  first  section will be  devotEd to  a  general  survey of these 
problems*  The  following sections Nill deal  in greater detail with the main 
problems. 
Section 1  - ~al  survey 
1.  A good deal of progress still has to be  made  on  the methods  of 
approach to  selections among  the  admissible  e.pplicationo  (Section  2). 
2.  The  problems posed by the  number  and.,  in particular,  the  size of 
the  "global  applications"  require particular attention (Section 3). 
3.  The  s.nall number  of applications  submitted in favour  of operations 
benefiting certain special categories of uork:ers  (Article  1  (2))  gives 
rise to  a  certain  ~aunt of  justified concern,  particularly in the light 
of  the guidelines of the  Social Action  Progremoe  (Section 4). 
4.  The  question of the  disparity between countries or betueon projects, 
in respect  of the unit  cost  per uorker of the operations to be  financed 
has  aroused  concern  from  certain Member  States. 
Regulation No  2396/71  provides for  en  examination of this problem 
by the  Council  at  the  end of the first financid year  (Section 5). -29  -
5·  The  possibi1i  ty of  Community  aid for the establis:tunent  of vocational 
training infrastructures has been raised in the  Council.  Initial thoughts 
on this qu.estion ·h·ill  be  found in  Section 6. 
6.  The  applicati0n of  Council  Regu1dion no.  2396/71  has also  sho-vmd 
up  certain problens of  interpretation especially 1-1i th regard to the 
identification of the priority regions,  the concepts "grouf!  of under-
takings",  "technical progressri  (article lol.  boco) 1  "occupations requiring 
high qualifications"  (m'tic1e  1.2a)  a:"'ld.  tho  moaning of "specific prograrJID.e
11 
(article  1~4).  These  problems  are  being dealt with,  as they  ar:!.se 7in 
consultation with the  Committee  of the  Social Fund. 
Section  2  - ~~ethods of  selection 
The  previous  chaptGr  (in particular section 1)  dealt briefly \V"Hh 
the  methods  of selection used in 1973i  their limit8.tions  o.re  evident.  The 
Commission feels that their improvement  constitutes  a  task of major 
importance, 
Tl:e  lines on 1-1l:.ich  the  Commission  is uorking at present  - in close 
liaison with the  Committee  of the  Social  Fund  - are based on  the folloNing 
factors  (1): 
(l)  See  note  on the  guidelines of the  Social Fund  (ennex I). -3'0  -
1.  The  object  of Community  intervention is to  support  and  sti~Jlate 
the efforts of the Nembor  states themselves towards objectives which 
are  discussed and defined on  a  joint basis. 
2.  Community  intervention r.mst  therefore  aim  to  develop progressively 
the promotional  aspects of the  action::;  carried out  in the  Member  S'tates. 
3.  In practice, these  promotion~l aspects can be  ~dcntified under the 
following throe  heai:.ings: 
(a)  The  development  of tlw  com1ections,  often very inadequate, 
betlveen the operations for \vhich aid is  sought  and the  major 
Community  policies (for example,  B<.:;o"'Ticnlture,  commercial  policy) i (1) 
(b)  A better dovetailing of the particular retraining programme  in 
the  socio-economic  context  of the tmdertaking,  the sector or the 
region  (for exam9le with the  investment  programmes  or with the 
search for new  fields of employment); 
(c)  The  stimulation given to the  volume  an:l. quantity of the training 
effort particulcu'ly in relation to potential employment  outlets. 
The  application of the g'meral guidelines must  be  differentiated 
according to each cdegory of operation. 
(1)  See  for  il'lstance  bGlow  on  article  4  agriculture  (page  32. ). - 31  -
(1)  The  ope:cations under Article 4. 
A marked  increase  in the  applic2tions presented under  !~ticle 4  c~ 
be  expected.  This will result  from  the  opening of the  Article to  nE:.1·r 
categories  (handicapped  and migrants)  following the recent  Council  decision. 
Furthermore  on the basis of the  similnrities o·nserved in 1973  between the 
Article 4  11agricul  tural"  applications  and the Article  5 "regional
11 
applications the  services of the  Corunission  invite the nation21  services 
to  hlVestigate to what  extent  operations of the type  formerly financed 
on the basis of Article 5 could use Article 4 credits reserved for workers 
leaving agTiculture. 
As  regards the  "soctoral11  fields already opened  (agriculture  and the 
textile industry),  this report  has  alrendy stressed the  considerable 
dispurity between the  applications  submitted cmd  the established  Community 
guidelines,  in particular in the  agriculture  sector,  where  one  of the 
main  objectives should be  to  improve  the  ae;e  structure of the sorldng 
population.  Futuro  applications  should give  more  details of the objectives 
in vieH  and the  •~ay in which the  promotars propose to attain them. 
For the  areas consisting of individuel categories  (handicapped  and 
migrant  Harkers)  l"Ihich  were not  opened until 19741  the  Co!iliilission  has 
indicate(!_  in its proposals the philosophy which it intends to  apply.  This 
is based on the  formulation of integrated programmes  aiming at the  dove-
tailing of  social  and  economic  objectives. 
The  extension of Article  4  must  not  under  any  circumstances be  reduced 
to  a  simple  transfer justified by  considerations of budgetury  convenience. 
Rather,  it should  imply the formulation of  common  objectives,  the  inter-
pretation of which must?  of course,  in any given case  tru<e  nccount  of 
special  situations. - 32-
{2)  Operations 1mder  Article  5o 
These  tend to differ more  widely depending on  national priorities. 
It is still desirable, nevertheless,  to place  increasing stress on  the 
promotional  aspects of tbese  operations. 
For the applications corresponding to tho  two  categories "groups of 
undertaking"  and  "technical progress",  the  experience  gained is still 
insufficient for meaningful  conclusions to be  drrom.  The  Commission  feels 
the objectives of the  Social  Fund l'llould  be  better met  by the presentation 
of a  greater number  of applications dealing with these  groups. 
D1  respect  of the  applications relating to the priority re5~ons the 
Commission  will be  GUided  by  the proposals it has presented and  by  the 
decisions which t..rill  be  taken in this area.  It feels it is necessary to 
take  acCOQ~t of,  in as balanced a  w~  as  possibl~ of the  following points: 
(i) The  relative  seriousness of regional  situe~tions,  measured 
principally by the unemployment  rate  and  the  average  income  level; 
(ii)  Th~ extent to which  the operations to be  financed are  directed in 
the light  of the potential eoployment  opportunities for the 
trainees; 
(iii) The  quality and  the  content of the training programmes; 
( i v)  The  conformity of the  proposed ope rat  ions \'lith the guidelines of 
Community  policy. 
Section 3  - The  problem_of _global  ~lication~ 
The  vast  preponderance  of global  applications in the total number  of 
applications  submitted  (17  of them  represent  80%  of the total  ~ount invol-
ved in the  applications received in 1973) calls for  a  mere  particular 
examination of this problem,  which  has  arisen up  to the present  time  in 
the context  of Article  5,  under the regions  and  handicapped heading. 
These  applications certainly have  considerable adventages  from  the 
ruiministrative point  of view,  and the nature of the  operations covered 
allows a  simplified preparation and  presentations of the dossiers.  The 
groupings thus effected reduce  the  administration costs for the  Commission 
departments. -33.  -
un ihe other hand,  they have  m.:cjor  disadvantages from  tho point of 
viet>~  of the  selective  anc_  promotionul policy \·Jhich the  Soci~.1  "':.·'"rl  """"'-l: 
support.  Since  1  they generoJly cover  as pointed. out  in chapter III,  a.  vc.Gt 
number  of current  operations  corresponding to the normal duties of nationcl 
or  regio::1al  dopar-t;ments,  these  applications,  as  submitted at present,  rio  not 
ler":l themselves  easil3r to  a  detailed exwnination of their objectives and 
methods.  Under these  cire;umstmlCcs,  it is difficult to  identify either the 
significcmt  promotional  r.spects or the other aspects which might  justify 
Co~unity support. 
It would  however,  be undesirable to proscribe  them  since  the 
"globlisation"  of the training projects at  the level of all the priority 
areas of a  country or at  the level of  a  single region is  simply  a  result 
of the natUTe  of the bodies promoting the projects.  f..ny  such prohibition 
could •·rell  unduly ;>analise  a  large  sectim1 of the public training and 
retraL~ing sector. 
On  a.  provisional basis,  the  Commission  encl.envourcd  in 19'73  to apply 
greder strictness in the applica.tion of regional criteria. In this 'ltay,  it 
was possible,  L~ respect  of the  seven major global  regionnl  applications, 
to red1.lce  the total veJ.ue  of the  amounts  approved from  180  to 120 million 
u.c.  by excluding certain areas \1hich \eiero  judged to  be  of lesser priority. 
This reduction was  ma.Q_e  by reference to the  location of the  centres or of 
the  homes  of tl1e  trainees. 
This method of recluction is,  hmlfever,  f2r from  ideal.  If the  Social 
Fund is really to  become  as effective  an  instl'umcnt  o.s  possible· for ,the .support 
of  on  active  employment  policy in the  member  countries, it is importent  t~'lat 
the guidelines for its choices  should.  go  beyond the  simple  application of a 
regional  scahl  and  should a1 so  be  concerned vri th the intrinsic characteris-
tics of the operations,  the areas of employment  they are  air:ting at  and their 
outcomes  in terms  of employment. - 34 
1riith  t!:.is  aim  in mind,  the  Cor!lmission  is exploring,  in respect  of 
the  applic2ticms currently !Jefore it, the possibilities of  improving its 
selection methods.  It is trying,  in particular,  to  implement  two  approa-
ches: 
(I)  The  first consists of granting a  degree  of priority to that part 
of global  applications concerned either with certain regions which 
ara  of particular interest or  certaL~ categories of beneficiary 
corresponding to the guidelines of the  Social  Action  Programme 
(women,  young pe·ople,  older workers) i 
(II)  The  second consists in further  l~~ing support  of the  Fund to the 
presentation and discussion of  a  specific programt1e  ~vithin the 
meaning ·of Article 1.4 of Re[pllation No.  2396/71.  Such  a  r-rogramme 
should  indicate the guidelines folloued by the promoting administra-
tion (·as regards  job opportunities,  types of training etc.) 
and the links established by it with other public departments and 
Nith firms  in order to  increase its effectiveness, notably in 
reducing structural lilnemployment  in the  context  of the general develop-
ment  of the region in qtcestion.  Snch  a  programr.1e  should o.lso  ma.~e 
it possible to  choose  priorities on tho basis of national  and 
community neeCl.s  a"ld  l..ri thin the limits of the available  f~ds. The 
Commission  intends to  study,  in liaison with the  Committee  of the 
Social Fund  and the  competent  national departments  1  the conditions 
for  a  realistic irilplementation .of Article 1.4 of  Council  reguldion 
2396/71. Section 4  - Applications relating to_pu.rticular categories of vmrlcers 
Article  1.2  (c)  of Regulation No.  2396/71  of C :tkvam0;o;r  l97J  lir;ts 
certain categories of Norkers ·who  have  clso ·been, spocic>ll:r ncntioned 
in the  SOcial  Action  ?-rogramme:  workers who  are difficult to place  in 
alternate ernplo:rment  on  acco'lillt  of their cge,  women  over 35  years,  yonn6· 
people  under  25  who  are  unc.r:1ployed.  The  list  in{;,'  of those  catogorie  s  ern 
only be  intei'protec',  as  implying  th?;~.t the  Council  grcmts pc:.rticular priority 
to these  groups.  This was  in fact  confirmed when  H  adopted the  Social 
Action  Programme  in December 1973. 
In practice,  there  •vas  ho.rdly  eny opportunity to exercice this 
priority in the  course of 1973.  The  applicat.ions for  intervention  (and 
especially the gbbal applications)  no  doubt  often included  amo~1g their 
beneficiaries a  certrd.n munber  of persons fallillf;' NithL1  these categories 
but,  in the view of the  C0mmission,  the priority required 'tras  for  actions 
cdming specifically at  the  solution of t:"le  problems encountered by these 
categories.  The  applic."..tions  sub:ni ttGd contained very  fe1t1  actions of this 
nature. 
This si  tu?t  ion would  appear to be  the result  of the follmving factors: 
1.  The  application of fl.rtiole  1.2 is subjeot to  edmissa'JiHty under 
ltrticle 1.1;  thus,  a  project designed to  prcmot::>  female  e:rrploymont,  for 
ex2Illplc 1  r.lUst  bo  admissable  under the  head.ing of one  of tho three criteria 
"regions11 ,  "technical prorsrcss",  or "group of uno.e::.'takings".  This  secrus 
to  have  considerably dii:.Ji:nishec1  ·\;he  chances of e.pplications bdng ma.Ue  in 
accordance \vith the priorities of Article 1.2 (c). - 36  -
2.  It appeers,  moreover,  that training programmes designed on  the basis 
of tho  neJc 1.s  particular to these three  groups ere,  in  any event,  at  a 
disadvantage  in the l·Iember  states.  Such  programmes  would call for  a  more 
systematic procedure,  one  which considers the employment  of thE)  categories 
as  an objective in itself.  This  leads  inevitably  to the  search,  going 
well beyond the  question of vocational training,  for the means  to provide 
a  fundamental  remedy for the  socio-economic  reasons for their disadvantaged 
position on  the  Labour market. 
3.  In the  case  of young people,  the exclusion of initial training (Art. 
3.2 (f)),  and  consequently of apprenticeship,  has  also restricted the 
operationo of the Fund  in this fie1d. 
The  Comnission feels nevertheless that the major  difficult~es  e~e 
not  of  a  legal nature.  It is currently ?Uttinu a  )articular emphasis  on 
helping these-uroups  in the  fr<'mework  of Article 5  and the pilot ex:peri-
ments. 
The  Commission  is convinced. that  the basiC  solution is to  exe.mine 
the  causes of the  scarcity of programmes  aimed at  th:1  three  abovementioned 
catogories of vrorkers  c:nd  to  remedy  these  causes,  1:-y  promoting cooperation 
of the national  services on this point. 
The  11or:.:  in ho..nd 1  in the  context  of the  Social Action Progrrunme · 
concerning the  ~mployoent of womeE_  alree.d,y  suggests that the  attention 
should be  pai<1,  for  exa,11ple,  to the  inaclequacy of family tids the  scarcity 
of creches and to the insufficient number  of training staff experienced 
in the  probleras of vromen's  employment.  Tho  proposals  a~d recommendations 
~1hich -vrill  be  presented in this m-ea  at  the  end of 1974  will take  acoount 
of the noed to  improve  the  L~terventions of the  Social Fund. ".:"t  - .J-.  -
lliction 5 - Bases for  assessing the  cost  of assistance  from the Fund... 
Regulation  (EEC)  n°2.396/7l  stipu.l8.tes thet  1  in tho  light  of tho 
results of _the  ~ctivity of the Fund  and the 'findincs of the  Commission 
c.t  tho. end of the: .first finm1cial year,  a.  reex:amin!rlion  shall be  o~ied 
out  of the  "be.se s  on whir;:rh  assistmlCe  shall be  granted from the  Fund11 •  In 
::'2-l'ticu.lar  tl~e  ::-.im  tVill_  be  to  reduce  any discrepmcies  bet~·.reen the assistance 
:;::canted  am: th;:J  actucl  c::>sto  {.'.rtiole  .3  (3),  Regul::~.tion  {EEC)  n°2396/71), 
This problem arises out  of the c,:msiderable  discrepancies noted in the 
calculation of training costs,  even where  similar types of training are 
involved. 
These  discrepar:cies  (v;hich  emerge  quite  clearly from  the figures 
contained in the  ap:Jlications for  assistance)  pose  something  of  e  problem 
sincu it does "1ot  seem  r2a.sonable that  ic.enticc-~ operaticns in tNo  different 
countries  shoulcl  be  the  subject  of excessively UJ1equa.l  pa;yments  - especially 
if the  poorer countries or areas arc left  ~vi  th the feeling that  in the 
majority of  ce_ses  tho  discrepancy is to their disadvantage. 
In 1971  the  Commission  ho.d  initiaEy proposed that the  Council  should 
adopt  scales fixing tho  amounts of the pa;vnents  on  e  lump-sum  basisa  This 
scheLle  ran into  a  certA-in  cunoUJ1t  of opposition in the  Council,  the  main 
objections  being· as follovm: 
- the  drawing up  of  scales adapted to  suit the various t;ypes  of training 
necessary for  an extremely wide  vz.ricty of :)rofessions coulo. vJell  1Je  a 
gigc:ntic  tas:;: v1ith unc·:.:::rtain  rcrmlts 
- the  experience  accumulated to date  (even at national level)  does not 
appear to offer an  adequate basis for  a  proper calculation of  such  scales. 
In the face  of these objections the  Council provisiomclly adopted a 
solution based en  the  actual costs,  while  at the  same  time  making provision 
for  a  reexamination in the near future,  as rec2llecl  above. Since then experience has  confi~en these  discrepancies in costs. 
Follovdng a  stucl_y  of  a  s.anple  of applications it emerged that  costs 
i::1currec1.  to maintain  inc:)mes  coulc'- vc..ry  :Jcr person per month  from less 
then 100  l.t.a.  to more  than 350  u.a. for  a  given country  and tha.t  the total 
costs per person  could vary from less than  200  u.a. to more  thm1  11000 u.a.(l) 
However,  these  discrepancies  ~-Jere  not  cons:Lstcntly to the  c.ise~'-·j.:-:~t:.--.:.:o 
of any  specific countries.  On  the  contr~~y, initial findings based on 
current applications  show  a  very wide  e::catter within a  given country  and 
greatly varyinJ rc sul  t s  from  one  country to another. 
1ll:oreover 1  the  Comminsion feels that in a.  field like the readapt  at  ion 
of workers,  the  ~~estion of assessment  procedures cannot  be  considered in 
isolation from  the actual tra.ining content. It does not  consid.er that,  of 
the n1.llllerous  problems  associated td  th the  lc.uncl1ing- of tl:e  Socid Func., 
tho  disadvantages  ~·ising out  of pa;;'1llents  m8de  on the basis of the  actucl 
cost  incurred can be  said to be  among  tho  most  pressing. 
However,  rational  administration of the  Fund 'V."ould.  appet>d'  difficult 
without  some  moans  of  comparing the levels 2nd bases of the  expcmditures 
submitted by the vexious  countries end without  evolving a  nort  of  11pi:-ofile 1
' 
of the  nnit  COStS  in reSj_Jed  Of  readaptation  and VOCational  training. 
Obviously n  task of this kind must  clso  be related to t!1e  question ot the 
effic:l.cncy  of the  aids. 
(I)  This .stully was  bC';sed  on  tho  exante  assessments  accompanying the 
1973  applications for assistance.  The  11actual11  costs rrill not  in fc.ct  become 
apparent until after the  end of this yea:r.  These will enable  a  more  valid 
judgement  to be  rru:;.de  on the ctispar.ities. - 39-
Such  a  task could  involve· the follouing: 
rcvimdng the T:!ethods  adopted by the Hember  states themselves in order 
to resolve tb.e  difficulties which may  r~su~t from  cost  discrepancies 
between  operatorso 
- conducting a  pradical stud;y-,  in colla'tloration Nith the l.lenber  States,  on 
the relia1)ility of  a  system of scales 
examining the  proble!r's  ~...rhich  mc:.y  r9suJ.t  from  c1.i£'fe:.:-ences  in a.ccmmting 
procedures from one  cot~try to  another 
- examining the consequences of actual cost  discrepancies betv-•een  Member 
States. 
Section 6 - The _poss_ibili ties of  Community  a.id for the  devolt?.J2_ment  of 
vocational  tr&~ing~frastructurcs 
':'he  att<mtion of the  Colill!lission  has 'been  dra~m to the difficulties 
experienced by certain Ncmber  States in the  cst.J.blishment  of the necessary 
infre>.structures for vocational trainingo  The  aids provide for by the  Social 
Funcl  cover current  operations  (training expensest  the upkeep of trainees, 
general  costs,  etc ..  e)  out  they  do  not  extend to  holp  in the  setting up  of 
new  infrastructures (in particular the  crec:.tion  of nevJ  centres)o  The 
anortis~~ion of these  infrastructures is of  course eligible under  the 
Social Fund but  this is  sometimes  of limited use.  ~10 li1adequacy  of vocational 
traming infrastructures in certain regions of the  Commt~ity can,  in effect  1 
penalise these  regions in their access to the  support of the  Fund  since 
they  are not  in  3.  position to formul::l.te  anc'l.  consequently to present  2pplica-
tions for aid to tho  Commis~iau. - 40  -
In  view of the major  importance  of vocational training resources 
for employment  policy,  and of the considerable inequalities between 
countri-Js  (or  bet~veen regions)  in the  level of organisation of their  "} 
vocational training,  the  Comnission fools that  the J;>roblem·  needs particular 
attention.  In  the proposals on the creation of  a  Regional  ~~d it herl 
allowed for the  possibi1i  ty of  Community  financing of  infrastructures, 
including those  of vocational training.  The  o_eley  in decisions on  Regional 
Policy has led the  Commission  to  look for  a  temporary  so!.utiori in the 
me1.mtime. 
Without  excluding the  possibilit~r of a  solution based on  the extension 
of the  types  of aid covered by  the  Social Fund,  the  Commission  is exploring 
in the first  ins:a·ance  the opportunities provided  by  the financial  iristrument s 
currently available  on  a  Comnunity level. 
Nevcrthelc ss it should be stressed  that  in certain- cases•  the 
problems mentioned  are far from  purely financial.  Drauing in particular 
on the  findL~gs of recent  studies the  Commission  tends to believe that 
the obstacles to  overcome  in the creation of  adequate  infrastructures are 
found  just  as much  in the  1:.reas  of organisation  and the training of trainees, 
In such cases the  Commission  is ready to  envisage every kind of 
direct  support 1  having recourse to existing expertise in the  Community  on 
the organisation of  Centres  7  and the training of instructors,  vl':i. th the 
cooperation of the 11ember  states. 
) - 41  -
CHAP'l'ER  V 
PROSPECTS  F.'OR  YEE  YEARS  .AHZATI  ---
The  estimates  presented  below wer'3  prepared by  the  Commission  in 
t!le  context  of the c\.rawing up  of its :iraft budgBt  for  1975.  They "Jill 
not  of c·::JUrse  prGjudico  the final  dGcisions  of the C0u.."1ci1  on  this 
buclgct,  li'ul'thormore,  the risk of unfore:o een  clevelopmcn ts  has  to  bo 
taken  into  account.  The  future  trend of financial  requirements  for  Social 
Fund  support  \-Jill  depend  on  the  one  han·i  on  employment  prospects  and 
especially on  the  importance  Df  changes  ancl  "crisis points"  in the 
labcJUr  ma:-nket.  But it will also  d.epen0  on  r~ecis  ions  which are to be 
taken  in the  frame\<;ork  of article 4,  to  0etermine  cotnr.'ion  actions  and 
define their content  in new  cu'eas. 
The  uncertainties  inherent  in all fc:..'ecasts  are particularly great 
with respect  to these  hiO  factors;  they are further  increased by  the 
consequences,  still cl.ir'fic'J.l  t  to assess,  of the  recent  developm0nts  in 
the  enarg-.;r  sector.  The  flexibility of the  Social  Funo.  is  essential for 
it 
i'Cs  efficiency;  shoull not  be  endangered by mecbanical  reference  to 
forecasts  which  can only be base(:  on  what  \vas  known  at  the tima  of 
theil' pror'lucti.:m. 
Section  I  - Overall  observations 
The  great majority of  interventions  ~.rhich  can be  foreseen  for the 
next  2  or  3  years  may  be  br~adly cat  E'goris  ec~  as  follo~;s  : 
- areas  alre'3.dy  opened  (or whose  cpening is  proposec')  under article 4 
ag:.:-icultu.r8,  textiless  migrants,  handicapped persons 
- actions  airi1ed  at  remedying unemployment  or structural under-employ:uent 
(article 5) 
- actions  neeoed  to  face  up  to the  consequences  of the  ener~J crisis. 
The  latter which should constitute the main  new  element  can  come 
uncer  article 4  if they are clearly localised,  for  example,  in  ~he 
energy sector.  But  - apart  from  specific  Community  actions  - the 
very widespread  and still unpreclictable character of the  cansoquonces  of 
the crisis must  lea.d to  consir'!eration  of  a,  very flexible  range of 
inte~ventions, ,·ifferent  from  country  to country. - 42  -
Such interventions which  come  under article 5,  rather than article 4 should 
very probably make  up. the majo::'  pc:xt  'Jf the support  planned to  c,_eal  with 
the 
tho  consequences  of en::rgy crisis,  especially in the sh'Jrt·-run  ancl.. 
before the  CCJmmon  features  of the problew  hc:ve  been  pi'ecisely dete:;:mined. 
This  analysis  has  implicatiom for  the rlivision of provisions  for 
expenoiture between article 4  &~1 a~ticle 5. 
The  balance between the  crec1its  alJ.ocatec  to article 4  anrl_  5 is 
regulated by  article 9 of  Council  Decision  7I/66.  This  stipulates  on 
the one  hand  that  crecli  ts  for article 5  may  not be less  than  50%  o?  the 
total av.ailable  credits;  on  the other  hand it la;ys  down  that  "in the long 
term the greater part  of the  available credits  must  be  reserved for  action 
under article 4". 
In the  annual budgets  the  proportion of the total cr0dit which  was 
allocated to article 4 actLms  waz  I7%  in I972,  30%  in  I973  anr1_  36%  in 
1974.  Actual  expencl.i ture under article 4 was  markedly  below  the.se lavels 
anc1 .  in  I973  representee'\  only  I5%  of the total  expencli tur0.  This  gap  is 
caused both  by  the time neederl.  to  formulate  and  adopt  the decisions  to 
open article 4  and.  by  furthe::- ti:Tie-lags  in putting operations  into  efi'ect 
which  are in keeping with the  Comr.:uni ty  nor:·~s  establishe0  by  the decisions 
to  open  the article. 
These  is  every  reason  to believe that  these· lags,  though they should 
grar.Iually  le2sen,  will still continue  in  1975  an1 even  in  1976.  If the 
above  remarks  on  the role of article 5 in facing up  to  the  conse~uences 
of the energy  crisis are also borne  in  mind it appears  that  only  a 
slight modification  in the current balance between article 4 ani artir-le 
5 is  callerl for  :  attempting to  reach  too  rapidly the  long-term 
objective of a  JTiajority  share·of cred.its  for  article 4 would.  seem  too 
strict under present  conditions  and  could  lead to difficulties in 
adapting budgetary provisions  to  real priority needs. 
The  measures  which the  Commission  have  tak:m until now  to secure 
the  Community  interest in article 5 operations  should help  to  C..ispel 
certain un~erstandable worries  as  to  the risk of seeing this article 
covering operations  whose  CoMmunity  interest is debatable. - 43-
On  t~e basis  of these considerations  the  Commission  is led to present 
forecasts  of expenrh ture comprising  : 
- for article 4  a  stablisation in real  terms  of availablr:;  credits  in 
1975  and  a  substantial  increase in 1976  in orc.er to  allow  the  opening 
of new  areas  especially in respcmse  to the  t;hances  arising out of the 
situation in the supply  of energy 
for  a.-rticle  5  a  rapid increase  in 1975-tied up  for  the  main  part 
with the  immediate  ccmsequencos  - very clifferent  according to  each 
country  ·- of this situation.  In 1976,  stabilisation should  1:3et  in. 
Se;ctbn  2  - D'inancial  estimater:::  for  1975 
The  estimates  set out below take  account  of 
- the  experience of 1972,  1973  and  1974 
- forecasts  of general  economic trends  and  the consequences  which v.rill 
flm"l  from  tb.Jm  follm"ling  the broad lines  sketcher:  at  the beginning 
of this  section as  to  the balance which  r:::hould  be  struck between 




Table  I 
Buctget  appropriations  (m.u.a.) 
1973  1974 
68.8  98.8 
The  operations to be  financed under  ~his article would  appear to 
justify a  global provision of IIO  m.u.a~  (I).  This  corresponds  to  a 
stabilisation of credits  in real terms  in comparison with  1974 and 
takes  account  of the :relationship observed between  forecasts  anr~  actual 
expenditure  incurre~1  in past years.  Figures  are given below  on  the 
clivision between C.ifferent  areas  :  these have only  an  indicative value; 
the actual division mac:.e  must  depend  on  the  applications submittcl and 
their relative priorities at the time  of examinatiJn; 
(I)  J\.11  terms  in this chapter are given  in current  terms. - 44-
for  the areas  c0vero"l.  at present  (agriculture and  textiles)  an  increase 
of the order of  Io%  in real terms  woul(l  ilivolve  an  expenditure 
of 50  to  60  m.u.a.  (taking rising  prices  into account);  this  ~stimate 
ma,y  appear too  low,  bearing in mind  the recent  acceleration in the rate 
of presentation of applications 
-'for handicapped  persons  an  amount  of the  orrler of  IO  m. u. a.  coulc1  be 
envisaged:  in the  light  of the  Council  decision to  open  article 4 for 
the handicapped  anc~  of the present rate at which  applications  i?.re  being 
mar!.e 
- for migrants  the  envisaged expenditure  could reach 40  m.u.a.;  this 
would  allow the  financing of interventions  which  coulr'l  benefH  some  tens 
of thousands  of migrant  workers  (of the  6 million registered in the 
Coa'!lunity)  and  to  the members  of their families 
- for shipbuilding expenditure· could be·  between  10  and  20  m. u. a.; 
according to the latest estimates  the  rear1aptations which  this will 
allow should affect  some  20.000  workers  per year  (out of the 400.000 
employed  in this sector). 
Additional  interventions  are .envisagecl for certain sectors  such 
as  for example  clata-pr0cessing.  These  woulc1.  have to be within the 
overall ceiling of  IIO  m.u.a. 
The  repercussions  of the  energy situation on  employment  C'JUld. 
necessitate additional interventions,· either in the  energy sector itself 
or in 'those sectors indirectly affected by  the recent  changes  (I). 
tfuile no  separate  estimatE:  has  been  made  regarding possible interv(>,ntions 










(I)  see  "Employment  and the Energy situation - A report  on  the 
repercussions  of the  energy crisis  on  the  employment  situation in 
the  Community  - S~C(74)I358. ) 
- 45  -
The  departments  concerneJ have  estimated the  increase  in 
applications  ( .,xcluding those  for  handicapped  personE)  a.t  approxima-tely 
IO%  in real terms  ( 2o%  in value);  on  the 'bas is of the  experience of the 
past  acceptance percentages this would  indicate  a  provisional  amount  of 
200  million u.a.;  with this  amount  it should 'be  possible,  in ?articular, 
to  cover more  effectively the operations  involving women  workers  and 
young workers  ancl.  those  aimeJ.  at  promoting under  the head  of technical 
proe;-ress  new  forms  of production  and  new  .,.18\YS  of using  energy resources. 
The  majority of claims  for  handicapped workers  will remain within 
article 5.  Consequently,  the majority  of credits for -this  area of 
intervention shoulcl  also  be  allocated to article 5.  A provision of 
40  Iti.u.a.  has  'been  made  for this reason  in  ael.dition  to the  20  m.u.a. 
euvisager.l  in article 4  (as  mentioned  a'bove). 
In addition it would  appear  that  40  million u.a.  should 'be 
provicled  to  finance  operations  covering a  wic"cer  variety of needs 
resulting fr:)rn  the  energy crisis (situations requiring readaptation or 
change  in certain sectors or unc"certakings  as  a  result of  changes  in 
clemancl).  These  op8rations  coulC'.  affect  s0me  20,000  '1-lOT'kers,  i.e.,  ahJut 
0.0:;% of the  Community's  labour f0rce.  It should be noted  that the most 
recent  estimates  regarding possible implications for the  energy 
situati:::m refer to  a  minimum  net effect on  em,loyment  of the  orcJ.er  on 
employment  of the  order of 0.4%  at the  end  of 1974. 
Overall,  the article 5 estimates- would  amount  to  280  million u.a. 
for  1975. 
Section 3 - Estimates  for  I976_~d 1977 
The  Co~~ission foresees  that  expenditure for  1976  under article 5 
should remain  at  the same  level as  for  1975 1  with a  IO%  increase for 
I977. 
The  bulk of the increases  for which provision is  to 'be  maQe  should 
be  in  resp<:lct  of article 4.  This  increase could result  on  the  one  hc>nrl 
from  the extension of apr1lioations  for  intervention for  areas  alrear1y 
opened.  by  the  Council  or whose  opening is propose:i by the  Commission - 46-
and  on  the other han1  by  the  opening of certain new  areas,  principally 
arising out of to  the 1evelopments brought  about by  the  energy crisis. 
In the  estimates  for  expenditure  on  studies  and_  pilot schemes 
a  marked  increase will be necessary starting from  I975 1  on  account  of the 
continuing growth in the  scope  of the activities  of the Social  Fund. 
This will help  in the preparation of operations  at the level both of 
the  choice of actions  ano.  of methods  of intervention. 
Table  I 
Summary  of foreseeable  expenditure 
(excluding authorisarions  for 
llrticle 4 
Article 5 
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CONCLUSIONS  ------
The  employment  situation ia the  Community  - alread;y  characterisecl 
by  great  inequalities between countries and  betv1oen  regions - is currently 
causing justified concern,'  in vie\v  of the  consequences  of the  energy  situation 
and  pc::rsistont  inflation.  In fact  it may  well  become  a  m;;~,jor  preoccup:ition 
in tho  near future. 
The  problems which tho  member  states have  to face  in this matter 
arise  from  a  central dilemma:  how  to  increase  the  flo;cibility cf tho 
productive  resources  and  of the  labour force,  while  at  the  same  time 
reducing the  burden  of adaptntion for lvorkers  and ·avoiding as far as 
possible  recourse  to  an  enforced geographical mobility. 
The  basic role  ot  the  Social rund as  reformed  in 1971  is to help 
in tho  resolution of this dilemma.  The  F'u11d  gives  the  Community  a  flexible 
instrum0nt  adc:.pted  to the  needs  of an  activo  employment  policy.  Around this 
instrt:ment  the  Commission  is elaborating progressively a  realistic,  but 
ambitious  policy.  Its aim is to achieve  the  proper links both with national 
employment  policies,  and with the  major areas  of present  Community  action. 
ties 
1973  was  for t.he  Social Fund  a  year  of initial experience.  The  difficul-
observed,  and  presented frankly  in this report,  are  undoubtedly substantial. 
They  de  not  reflect  solely the  gaps  ancl  the  ambiguities of Community 
policies but  just  as  much  the  obstacles met  by  member  States  in the  formu-
lation and  implementation  of their employment  policies. 
if two 
These  problems  can be  solved,  and these  cmbitions  can  be  ~chieved, 
conditions are  met: 
The  First  condition relates to. the  reo.l  purpose  of Social li'und 
interventions.  Financial solidarity - though an  important  aspect  - r
1.oes not 
imply  subordinating all considerations to the  simple  criterion of the 
transfer of resources,  aa  in  some  cases  in 1973.  In the  present 
situation,  the  trru1sfer of resources  can  only be  the  oorrollary to countries 
and  regions  ovm  efforts.  And  the  incentive function of the  Social Fund  is 
at  least  as  import~nt as its transferring function. - 48  -
Tha  second  condition concerns the  scopo  of the  selections  maile. 
An  instrument  such  as  the  Fund  is· const:tntly oxposed to the donger  of 
being sprend  too thinly.  T;·w  factors  incre~se this risk.  Thore  is first 
the  temptation to be  "social"  in the  undesirable  sense  of -'.;he  wor~.  3econ'Uy 
the  Social Fund  is  one of the very  fe\~  Community  instrum(:;nts Hhose  actions 
are  ta."lgible  and  concrete.;  Dispersal  con  only be  avoided by  a  rigorous 
effort  in orientation and  selection,  and  by patient explanations of  Co~unity 
pol1.cy. 
Tho  Social Fund  is an  instrument  whi.ch  must  S'~pport nation1.l · 
efforts,  by  stimulating and  pushiilg them  tov;ard  a  greeter mutual  coherGnce • 
.  must 
It cannot  tackle every problem but  rather concentrate  on  some  key  issues; 
its manc.o"'llment  and  its future  development  must  above  all be  guided by the 
need to ensure that,  for each operation the  Community  intervsntion has 
its roots  in the specific  role  of the  Community. 
Finally,  the  performance  of the  Social Fund will  depend 
on the  ability to ide!ltify the  key  points  of support  for the member  States. 
The  understanding of each  country's  own  problums  cannot  be  achieved  in an 
improvised  wa:y.  It presupposes  a  close  liaison between the  nn.tion,:J,l  and 
Community  services,  and. a  frank  communication with the  Social Partners. 
It.calls for active  consultations  on  national policios. 
These  are  the  targets the  Commission expects to  emphasize 
upon.  It is convinced the  progress to be  mru:le  does  not  call,  1'!-t  the  moment, 
for a  radicr..l  transformation of the  regulations;  ro.ther it depends 
above  all on  the  quality of the  applications,  the  improvement  of .their 
exam.ination  and  above  all on  tha  rolations which  should  develop at  and 
betHeen regional,  nc.tional  and  Community  level  in employment  policy. LIST  OF  ANNEXES 
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PRIORITIES  IN  RESPECT  OF  THE  APPROVAL  OF 
APPLICATIONS  FOR  ASSISTANCE  FRuu  ·nlli  SOCIAL  FUND··- 1974 
In the light of its experience  trith the Social Fund  and pn.rticularJ; 
on  account  of the  inadequacy of the  resources  ava~lable to  meet  the total 
amount  of requests  for assistance  from  the  Fund,  the Commission is obliged 
to lay  down  priorities within the  framework  of the criteria of  acceptabili":.~T 
defined by  the  current Decisions  and Regulations. 
The  constant  growth in the actual  requirements  (despite continuing 
unemployment  and structural underemployment)  and the  adaptation of  G0mmu~.i  ~7 
and national policies to  meet  this growth  which  affect  the  employment 
situation require  the use of a  flexible  corpus of legislation,  favouring 
the maximum  use  of the  Fund  for  an  employment  policy open  to  innovation  anc 
capable  of meeting the special and widely varying requirements  which must 
be  satisfied. 
It seems  essential to  enuourage  a  :12_olicy  of  pre_TI)ntiv..£_and  S,fttici.P13·~~~:· 
olll;ployment,  both within the  -f:"ramevJork  of Article  1+ and within that of 
Article 5  of the  Council  Decision of 1  February 1971.  The  encouragement  of 
such  an  anticipa-cory policy is the best means  of rendering professional 
mobility positive,  to  the  extend that it is inevitable.  both  for  society aB 
a  whole  and  to the  workers  concerned.  The  measures  against  unemployment  and 
un:deremploymen-c  cannot  remain purely quantitative if we  wish to  solve  the 
actual  empJ.oyment  problems,  even  in respect  of  the  regions with special 
di!!~culties. 
'l'he  uomrnission is convinced that the Social Fund  would  become  much  r.' 
effective if it concentrated its relatively restricted means  on  well-defined 
and  exemplary operations,  such  as would bring about  qualitative improvement<:. 
in  the  employment  policy. -2-
This  requires that the provisions of Article 5(2)  of Regulation 
No.  2396/71  should be  interpreted more  ~igidly than was  the  case  in the 
financial year 1973.  The  requirement  to lodge preliminary applications 
for assistance,  provided  for in that Article,  is of real value only if 
the aid  of the  Community  can be  granted quickly and  be related to the 
intrinsic value  of  eac~ project. 
The  Commission has,  therefore,  decided to adopt  the  following 
guidelines in respect  of approvals,  while retaining  its  ?ull powers 
to assess each case,  on  the  basis of the original data and  the  advice 
given by the Social Fund  Committee. 
1.  All applications for assistance  ------------------
a)  The  Commission  declares its readiness  to grant  a  Jefinite priority to 
operations which  are  complementary and additional to  the programme 
already decided  upon  without  the  assistance  from  the Social Fundo  The 
Commission  will support  any action which is genuinely new  in character, 
and  which has a  particular promotional or catalyst affect. 
b)  Even if the ·applications cover the attainment  of a  series .of  obje.otives 
the  Commission will grant  a  definite priority ·to  programmes  which 
include clearly-defined operations,  assessed with:i.n  the  overa.lJ.  process 
of implementabion,  independent· of the limits of the annual budget. 
The  Commission  will consider the possibility of  giving Community  aid to 
proposed operations according to the  extend to which  such operations 
favour  the  quantitative or qualitative  development  of the operation. 
The  Commission  will aso  give priority to applications contributing to 
the achievement  of desirable  Community  solidarity. -3-
c)  The  Commission will  favour  the approval of applications  for assist-
ance  falling under  any  of the  action programmes  approved  by  the 
Community,  eliminating any  which  seem  incompatible with  these  programmeR. 
)  More  particularly in so  far as  the  Social Action Programme  is concerned 
the  Commission  will give  preference to  projects favouring  the  inte-
gration  or reintegration into economic  employment  of the categories 
~\ 
l 
of workers  in difficult situations listed in Article 1(2)(c) of 
Regulation No.  2396/71. 
d)  The  Commission will ensure  that  assistance  from  the  Fund  for vocational 
training or retraining,  will be  granted in the  context  of a  policy of 
structural reorganisation or  foresighted administration. 
e)  The  Commission  will  favour  the  approval of applications  coming  under 
the heading of a  policy of preventive  and  fcresighted  employment,  such 
as are likely to  give  a  positive  11content11  to professional mobJ.lity. 
2.  Applications for  assj._s_!;'and~..P.r.ii!l.a.r_i]..Y_j.ptE?.Pded  to solve  the 
EO-~leng;_arisin_g_ in the  ~-~i.R_n_s  ___ i?-.  _d_i_f..f_i_c:]:tl-_!;ies 
The  Commission  ahall be  guided by the proposals  and ultimate 
decisions to be  taken in the  regional policy sector concerning the defini  t~co~·. 
of regions  and  zones in difficulties,  and shall stress the  body  of 
"information which  may  be  useful  for  appraising the  scope  and  effectiveness 
of the planned operations11  (Article 51  par.  2)  and  the integration of these 
operations in a  11specific  programme  directed at  remedying  the causes of 
imbalnnce  affecting the  employment  situation:'  (Article  4,  par. 1).  In this 
respect  the  Commission will take the  following  aspects into particular 
account  :  the level of qualification,  the value  and stability of the  openinr,n 
ava.i:.:..able 1  the  relative cost per v10rker  in terms of the  invested capital,  t:: -. 
effectG of training in the  region,  the  extend oJ participation and  commitm·~l1: 
by  the local authorities and the  b1o  sides of industry,  the creation of 
vocational  training infrastructures,  including also  the training of trainerc 
and  socio-economic  ~ounsellors. 
~riority shall be  granted to operations providing the  appropriate 
employment  openings  in the  region of origin,  or to  11integrated11  operations 
facilitating the  subsequent  retuenof  a  v1orker  to his  own  region,  without 
excluding assistance  to  migration  \·li thin the  same  country or to  another 
Community  country. -4-
The  Commission  will  encourage vocational training which  will give 
workers  qualifications which  will be  an  incentive to the  establishment 
of new  activities in the  area. 
The  Commission  will also  grant priority to  operations intended to 
aid the transfer of activities from  countries or regions where  there is 
overemployment  to  countries or regions where  there is a  surplus of manpower. 
3.  Applications for  a~?_sis_t_anc;:_~  .. -iP.._r~s__pec_t  __  oj'  eqs>~!l}i~nches .21 
activit~d groups of  unde~~~i~ : 
The  Commission  will grant priority to applications favouring 
structural reorganization,  and  especially to those  forming  part  of a  fore-
sighted employment  policy  and  which  appear  to be  socially and  economically 
desirable  to  ensure  the  rational  maintenance  of long-term  employment  and 
promotion of workers.  The  Commission  will encourage  such operations in those 
sectors which have  common  problems  and  where  there are  imbalances  which 
obstruct  the harmonious  development  of the  economic  and monetary union. 
4.  Applications in respe_ct_o_f  ..  J::l.af1.d.:i.c.a.l'l?.C.§  ..  .P~_op_l_~-
While  awaiting the  decision of the Council  o~ the  CommisR1on's  pro-
posal regarding  the  entry into  force  of Article  4  relating to handicapped 
persons,  the  Commission  will give priority to  the  cases falling witnin the 
province of the  Social  Actio~ Programme  in this connection. 
The  Commission  will grant priority to  measures  which  aim  at providing 
programmed  redeployment  and  structural reorganization,  calculated to prevent 
serious social difficulties and  further structural imbalances in the sectors 
concerned.  The  Commission will adopt  the  same  attitude towards  any  other 
sectors which  may  bubeequently fall under Article 4 of the  Council Decision 
of 1  February 19'?1. '\ 
J 
ANNEX  2 
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COMMISSION DECISION 
of 28 November 1973 
on the submission of applications for assistance from the European Social Fund 
(73/434/EEC) 
THE COMMISSION Of THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2396/71 (1)  of  8  November  1971  implementing  the 
Council  Decision  of 1  February  1971  on  the  reform 
of  the  European  Social  Fund,  and  in  particular 
Article 13  thereof; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Socia! 
Fund Committee; 
Whereas pursuant to Article 5 of Council Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2396/71  of  8  November  1971,  only  the 
Member  Stares  shall  be  competent  to  forward  to 
the Commission  applications  for  assistance  from  the 
European  Social  Fund;  whereas  these  applications 
must  be  submitted  prior  to  the  carrying  out of the 
operations  inherent  in  the  projects  to  which  they 
relate; 
Whereas  within  the  framework  of  the  new  Euro-
pean Social  Fund  the  provisions of Article  5 should 
help  in  c·eterrnining  and  implementing  at  a  Com-
munity  level  as  coherenr  a  policy  as  possible  in  the 
field  of employmenr;  whereas  in  this  light  the  pro-
visions  in  question  imply  that the  Commission shall 
have  enough  time  to  assess,  with  full  knowledge  of 
the facts,  the  applications  which are  submitted  to it 
and to act thereon within the prescribed time; 
\'\lhereas, irrespective of exceptional and urgent cases 
it  is  consequently necessary that each  application for 
assistance  from  the  European  Social  Fund  shall  be 
submitted  to  the  Commission  nor  later  than  three 
months  before  the  commencemenr  of  operations 
inherent in  the projects; 
Whereas  the  implementation  of  the  new  European 
Social  Fund  and  the  concern  to  avoid  any break in 
continuity  in  irs  activity has  had  the  result, during a 
certain  period,  that,  in  spire  of all· their  efforts,  the 
Member States have  not been  able,  in  every  case,  to 
submit  a  formal  application  for  assistance  prior to 
(')  OJ No L 249,  10.  1!. 1971, p.  54. 
the  carrying  out of operations  inherent  in  the  pro-
jects;  whereas  this  situation,  about  which  the  Fund 
Committee was rapidly informed, makes it necessary 
to  applv  practical  measures  of  a  temporary  nature, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DECISION: 
Article  1 
From  1  May  1974  applications  for  assistance  from 
the European Social  Fund forwarded by  the  Member 
States  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  Article 
5 of Council Regulation (EEC)  No 2396/71  of 8 No-
vember  1971  must,  irrespective  of  exceptional  and 
urgent  cases,  be  submitted  to  the  Commission  not 
later than three months prior to the carrying out of 
operations  inherent  in  the  projects  which  are  the 
subject of these applications. 
Article 2 
1.  In  derogation  from  the  provisions  of  Article  1, 
applications  submitted  by  the  lv1ember  States  after 
the  dare  of  notifiCJ.tion  of this  Decision  and  before 
1  May  1974  shall  be  taken  into  consideration  on 
the  condition  that  they  are submitted  to  the  Com-
mission  prior  to  the  carrying  our  of  the  operations 
inherent in  the  project;  which  are  the  subject of the 
applications in  question. 
2_  Applications  now  before  the  Commission  de-
partments shall  be taken into consideration  in  as  far 
as  it  is  necessary  to  ensure  the  achievement  of the 
European  Social  Fund  objectives  and  to  guarantee 
the continuity of the Fund's activities. 
Article  3 
This Decision is addressed to all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 28 November 1973. 
For the Commission 
The President 
fran<;ois-Xavier  OR  TOLl ANNEX  3 
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REGULATION  (EEC)  No 2005/73  OF THE COMMISSION 
of 25  July  1973 
on  the  fixing  of a  maximum  amount of assistance  from  the  European  Social 
Fund  for certain  types  of aid 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard  to the Treaty establishing the  European 
Economic  Community; 
Having  reg:ud  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
23':!7/71  (I)  of  H November  1971  on  aid  which  may 
qualify  for  assistance  from  the  European  Social  Fund, 
and  in  particular  Article  2 (2)  thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  Committee  of 
the  European  Social  Fund  obtained  on  26  Octobcr 
1972; 
Whereas  the Commission is  responsible  for  fixing  the 
maximum  amount  of  assistance  from  the  Europran 
Social  Fund  for  aid  of  categories  B  12,  l3  13,  B 20,  13 
21,  C  II  and  C  12; whereas  the  appropriate  condi-
tions  exist  for  establishing  the  amount  for  aid  of  cat-
egories  B  12,  13  13,  B 21  and  C  12 ; 
Whereas  Article  S  of  the  Council  Decision  of  I 
February  1  ':!71  (2)  fixes  the  rates  of  contribution by  the 
Fund, and  whereas  Article  .\ (J) of. Council  Reguhtton 
(EEC)  No  2.l%/7l (l)  of  H November  I ':171  stipulates 
that assistance  from  the  Fund  shall  be  granted on  the 
basis  of the real  cost of the operations ; whereas, under 
these  conditions,  the  fixing  of  a  maximum  amount 
cannot have  the effect of derogating from  those princi-
ples; 
Whereas  the  fixing  of  a  maximum  amount  may 
imply,  for  certain  categories  of  aid,  the  taking  into 
account  of  the  duration  of  the  operation  and,  where 
appropriate,  the  age  of  the  recipients; 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
A rtidt  I 
The  maxtmum  amount  of  assistance  from  the  Fund 
for  resettlement  expenses  - aid  of  category  13  12  -
shall be  fixed  at  500 units oi account per person  bene-
fiting  from  an  operation. 
Artide 2 
The  maximum  amount  of  assistance  from  the  Fund 
for  other expenses  resulting  from  the  move,  in  parti-
cular  those  occasioned  by  the  separation  from  the 
family  - aid  of  category  B 13  - shall  be  fixed  at.2 
units  of  account  per  day  and  per  person  benefiting 
from  the  operation. 
Assistance  may  be  granted  only  for  a  period  not 
exceeding six  months from  the day on  which the new 
professioml  or  trade  activity  is  begun.  However,  this 
period  may  be  extendccl  by  three months if  the  recip-
ient  has  not  been  able  to  settle  near  his  new  place  of 
employment  after  the  six-month  period  bas  expired. 
A rtidt 3 
The  maximum  amount  of  assistance  from  the  Fund 
for  benefits  received  from  hostels  accomodating 
young  people  who  have  been  obliged  to  leave  their 
homes  111  order  to  pursue  a  professional  or  trade 
activity- aid  of category B 21  -shall be  fixed  at  I·J 
units  oi  account  per  day  for  each  person  benefiting 
from  the  operation. 
Assistance  may  be  granted  only  for  a  period  not 
exceeding  one  year  from  the  day  of  arrival  at  the 
hostel. 
Moreover,  the  Fund  may  only  provide  aiel  for  young 
people  who  on  the  date  when  they  enter  the  host 
country arc  under  25  years  of  age. 
Arthh 4 
The  maximum  amount  of  ass,istance  from  the  Fund 
for  expenses incurred  in  helping to  maintain  the  level 
of earnings of  elderly workers  who undergo  locational 
retraining - aid  of  category  C  12  - shall  be  fixed  at 
15  "'o  of  the  gross  average  earnings  recorded  in  the 
undertaking  for  corresponding  jobs. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  111  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  ali  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  2S  July  I ':I?J. 
( 1)  OJ  No  L  24~.  10.  II.  IY71,  p.  )H. 
(!)  0) No  L  2H.  4.  2.  IY71,  p.  I>. 
(l)  OJ  No  L  24Y,  10.  II. !Y7!,  p.  54. 
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.1\.NNEX  4 
Table  l  (a)  Am?unt  2f Assistan9e  (for year 1973)  Table  l  (b) !ifurnb?r  of workers  Table  l  (c)  Number  of  schemes 
tin r.J,u.a.)  (in lOOs)  apwoved 
Agri- 'l'ex- Ro- Techn  Handi  Total ""tgri- Tex- ~eg.  +  Handi- 'rotal Agri- Tex- Re- Techn  Handi  Progr  Tot2.l  Country  cultur  tile  ~  ions  Pro- cappe t.'\.rt.  cul- ~ile  'echn.  apped  ulture l"ile  gions  Group  cappe 
gress  4-5  ture  Prcgr. 
onter:  br 
BelgiULt  0.13  0.59  s.oo  -- 1.47  7.19  l  5  125  20  153  l  l  2  - l  5 
Denmark  - -- 1.57  0.28  3,20  5-05  - - 35  60  95  - - 2  l  l  4 
Ger:.1any  9.56  - 3.96  - 6.42 19.94 85  - 50  50  185  l  - 3  - l  5 
France  13.47  0.89  7.78  6.57  7.41  36.12  202  58  269  228  757  l  l  3  5  l  ll 
Ireland  0.10  0.61  8.60  0.06  0.44  9.81  1  13  500  38  550  l  2  5  2  8  18 
Italy  - 0,04  41.11  0.88  1.  70  43.73  - 1  1355  12  1367  - l  18  3  3  25 
Luxembourg  -·- - - - 0.04  0.04  - - - 7  7  - - - - 3  3 
Nether1ccmds  0.81  - 3-32  0.43  2.21  6.77  5  - 49  32  85  1  - 3  3  2  9 
United  0.41  L46  47.06  8.45  57-40  7  19  Kingdon  - 910  220  1147  1  2  2  - 2  7 
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0'< All  nn~lic~tions  ~re submitted to  the  Commission  by  the 
!lember  States  so  that  a  ore-selection at  Member-State  level  has 
already been  effected.  The  an~lications ~re first  examined  at 
Directorate-General level  in  order  to  ascertain 
- if they  satisfy the  conditions laid  down  in the  regul8tions 
for action by  the  Fun~ 
- if they  involve  aid  ~0rovirled  f0r  bv  the  Fund 
~ 
- if they  meet  the  objectives  of  the  Fund. 
In  the  interest  of  ensuring  that  the  actions  GUTPJOrtefl.  by 
the  Fund are  set  in  the  under  context  of  general  Community  policy 
all related services within  the  Commission  (industrial,  financiel, 
agricultur~l,  competition,  regional~ are  consulted.  Any  le~Rl 
yroblems  Fhich  the  c>.nulica.tion  may  have  raiser1  are  examined. 
After this  consultation at  Inter-Dir~ctorate-Genernl level 
~ronosals for  aid  to  the  o~erations apnlied  for  ar~ made  to  the 
Social  Fund  Committee.  This  consultative body  usu~lly meets  four 
times  a  year  end  addR  the  indis,ensible  ~erspective of triDartite 
intcre~ts (centr9l  ~overnment  ~nd the  sociAl  pertnPrs~ at  the 
~ember-State level. 
Finally,  in the  light  of  the  recommendation  of  the Social 
Fund  Committe~ individual  e.r:rPeme:nts  nre  made  with  the  Member 
States by  the  Commission  itself. 